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ABSTRACT

This thesis studies selected aspects of Paleo-Indian

culture and lifeways at the Thedford II site in southwestern

Ontario. These aspects are: 1) lithic-rel-ated intra-site

activities, 2) the intensity of the occupation, 3 ) the

season ( s ) of occupation. These topics are discussed by

analysing the intra-site spatial distribution, âssociation

and patterning of lithic materials; comparative archaeology

with other Paleo-Indian sites in northeastern North America;

and ethnographic data concerning the Nunamiut and Chipewyan.

The determination of tool function by a study of working

edge angles and edge shapes 1s the first step in the

analysis. This study produces artifaet categories which

are subjected to a nearest neighbour analysis, the index

of segregation test and the ttpresence-absence test". The

former is used to study the distributlon of arLifact
categories and the latter two determine the spatial

association between two or more categories. This

distribution and association was generally found to be

random. Three artifact clusters which are assumed to

indicate activity areas are then formed from artifact groups.

The clusters are compared with. each other and with

those from other sites regarding inferred activities. From

these comparisons, the intra-site spatial analysis and

ethnographic data, it is suggested Lhat Thedford II was

a base camp where a variety of activities occurred. These

activities may have incfuded the working of wood, bone,

ii
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meat and hide; tool manufacture and maintenance; and the

manufacture of clothing, shelter and household items.

The intensity of the occupation was determined by

calculating the tool- and debris densities for the entire

site and the clusters. Similar cafculations are made for

other Pafeo-Indian sites and compared with Thedford II

and ethnographic data. It is speculated that the site

was occupied once by a smafl group, perhaps a family of

4 to 7 individuals for a month or fess.

The occupation was perhaps during cofd-weather, likely
winter. This inference is based on the intensity of the

occupation, the types of intra-site activities inferred,
the degree of lithic raw material conservation and comparison

with ethnographic data.

The main importance of this thesis is the application

of a statistical approach to study Paleo-Indian intra-site
activities, camp formation and organization and the intensity

and season of occupation. The employment of more than

one statistical test in combination with a tool function

analysis is unique to Pafeo-Indlan studies in northeastern

North America and it is hoped that thls wilf stimulate

similar research at other sites. This thesis also adds

to the current body of Paleo-Indian knowledge, where few

sites have been extensively analysed.

111-
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CHAPTER N

ÏT{TRODUC T T OT{

The aim of this thesis is to study selected. aspects of

paleo-Indian culture and J-,Lfeways as revealed try the Thedford II

site lithie remains (lig. 1 ). These aspeets are 1 ) lithic-related

intra-site activities, ?-) the intensity of the occupation which

refers to the number of site inhabitants and their length and

fre-quency of occupation, 5 ) the season ( s ) of occupation. These

topics are addressed by using intra-site archaeology, comparatirre

archaeology with other Paleo-ïndian sites and ethnographic data.

The study of Paleo-fnrlians is important to archaeologieal

research because knoruledge is obtained coneerning a cultural-

group which existed during the late Pleistocene and early

Holocene. This is a 1ittle known period of great environmental

and cultural cha.nge especially in northeastern North America. The

sites usually contain few artifacts and little or no flora1 and

faunal remains in comparison with sites of the succeeding Archaie

culture. l¡lithi n southwestern and souteentral Ontario, an area

covering over 50,000 km', approximately firre Paleo-Indian sites

have been published (De11er, 1976; Roosa, 197'7a, 1977k); Storck,

1979, 1982; Roosa and Deller, 1982)" Thus l-ess is known about the

Paleo-Tndian culture than l-ater cul-tures. This fact and the

paucity of sites makes it necessary to investigate early sites

more intensively. This thesis provides valuabl-e information

especially eoneerning Paleo-Indian lifeways, tool- function and

intra-site activities in the Great l,akes region.
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îhe determination of intra-site activities r,¡as pursued by

analysing the spatjal rlistribution, association and patterning of

I ithic materials. This hlas done largely through statistical

procedures. No other known Pa.1eo-Indian site stuclies in the

Great f-,akes region except the Barnes site (Voss, 1977 ) in

Michigan have employed a statistical approach to analyse the

spatial distribution of artifacts. the shoi:tcomings of Vossf work

are discussed ín Chapter 7. Paleo-Tndian researchers (e.g.

MacDonald 1968; Storck, 1979; Gramly, 1982) often merely present

artifact distribution maps r¡rithout analysing them in order to

support inferences regarding intra-site activities. This thesís

will- hopefully stimulate similar research as more sites are

investigated.

The first procedure in the analysis was 1,o <ietermine tool_

function. This r¡ras aecomplished by studying working erlge a.ngl-es

and, edge shapes fol--l.owing Wilmsen (t gZO) and Keeley (tgAO). The

artifact eategories produced from the tool function analysis

al}ows one to: 1 ) study the type of distribution of each category

2) discor¡er which categories at:e assoeiaterl and then to 3) group

the categories to form artifact clusters which can then be

studied.

The distribution of artifact types andfor associations of

types has been attempted by using various techniques. Some

authors have rel-ied merely on inspecting artifact plots of

occupation floors a,nd discussing the possib,Le spatial
relationships between the artifacts, Another method involves
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covnf,ing the number of artifact types in a certa.in size of units

into which the occupation ffoor has been divided and then

employing contiguity ratios and the variânee mean ratio to

determine spatiaÌ assoeiation (Dacey, 1977). Iirlhaflon (lglZ) tras

demonstrated the application of djmensional analysis of varianee

which defines the unit sizes coinciding with the degree of

artifaet Patterning.

this thesis employed a nearest neighbour analysis to study

the dispersion of artifact categories. Tt l¡Ias first adopted by

Ctark and Evans (tg5+) and used by Whallon (1974) in archaeology.

The two methods useti. here for determining the spatial association

between two or more artifaet categories are the index of

segregation and the 'rpresence-absenee test". Both tests measure

the tend,ency for artif.aet types to be segregatetl or aggregated.

The forrner hras developed in plant ecology (Pielou 1969) and has

sinee been employed by archaeologists (Peebles, 1971; Price,

1978). The methocl also depenrls upon the measurement of the

distances between points, dealing with the distribution of a

single artifact type and then comparing it to tha.t of another

type. The latter has been used in arehaeology by Dacey (lglZ).

and depends upon whether or not an artifact type is located within

each quadrat into which the site has been divided"

fn the next step, ârtifact grou'ps were defíned by

constructing an ordered matrix composed of the index of
segregation values .flor the artif-aet types. This f ed to the

formation of artifact clusters which may j ndicate actirrity areas
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on the site. These clusters were formetl by j oining together

those points whose nearest-neighbours were l-ess than a ealeulated

,, eut-of f't distance (t¡fhal1on, 1 914) " The clusters \^rere then

compared with each other regarding contents, size anð, location,

and in relati on to clusters on other northeastern Paleo-Tndian

sites.
The data generated by the spatial analysis was used to

discuss the l-ithic.'-rel-ated activities at the site. Calculating

the tool and debitage densities for the entire site and the

clusters provided additional data for comparison with densities

at other Paleo-Indian sites. This allowed statements to be made

regarding the extent and importanee of activities at Thedford Iï.

The loeation and appeara.nce of artifaets can be influenced by

site formation processes such as cu-l-tivation, eaehing and

trampl.ing (Schiffer, 1976). This problem can be partially dealt

with by fitting together those artifacts which were broken and

noting hor,¡ far apart the fra6¡ments ar:e from each other. A

detailed analysis of this sort has been done by Cahen et a1.

(lglg) " If the fragments of the same artifact are close to one

another then 1t is possible to assume that the artifacts have

remained generally where they were deposited and that the

location and composi'bion of bhe associated elusber is thus

accurate. Site formation proeesses are discussed in detail j.n

Chapter 5.

The second means of discussing the lithie-related activitjes
as well- as the intensity and season(s) of the occupation was by

comparisons with other Paleo-fndian sites in northeastern North
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Amer Lca. The Parkhil-1 site (lie. 1) is the only other

paleo-Indian site in southwestern 0ntario to be extensiirely

excavateô. and reported on (Roosa, 1977a, 19"17b; El-1is, 1979;

Deller, 19BOb; Roosa and Delter, 198?-)" Other sites in southern

Ontario include Banting (Storck, 1979) and Fisher (Storck, 1982).

îhedford Il and these sites are believed to have been occupied by

groups possessing the same culture (De11er, 1980b; Roosa and

Deller, 198?-; Storck, 1982). Other sites which can be compared to

Thedford IT include Barnes (Wright and Roosa, 1966; Voss, 1977),

Vail (Gramly, 1982) and Debert (MacDonald, 1968).

The third means by which all of the topic areas r¡rere

addressed is ethnographic data. Northern caribou hunters sueh as

the Nunamiut (Gu¡ser 1965; Binford, 1978a) and the Chipewyan

(Sm1ttr,1970, 1975; Burch, 1972; Vanstone, 1974; Sharp, 197'7;

Tromoto , 1981) tive in a f orest-tundra environment si¡nil-ar to

that proposed for the Paleo-fndian oceupation of southern

Ontario. These groups ean be compared to the Paleo-Indians

regar:ding subsistence activities, and. how their sites differ from

the latter in terms of group siz,e, occupation l.ength and loeation.

The second topic areà, the intensity of the occupation, was

investigated by using the overall and individuaf tool and

debitage densities for the entire site and its clusters. îhese

densitíes were then compared with those f rom the Parkhil-1,

Banting, Barnes and Vail sites antl wj th statenents researchers

have made concerning the group sizer occupation length and

frequency of occupation at these sites. Data from the Thedford II
spatial analysis is also used where appÌicable to help strengthen
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inferences '

The third topie area, the season of site occupation, was

dífficult to determine beeause some activities are not restricted

to any particular season. I,{hat was determjned is whether thedford

11 was inhabited during a i¡Iarm or col-d time of the year. Some

intra-site tasks are performed more often in the fal-l sueh as

hide working so the information gained from the spatiaf analysis

aided in this topic area rliscussion. Comparisons \^rere made with

other Paleo-Tndian sites and with ethnoqraphic data. Among

recent hunters the intensity of occupati on and the a,etivities

performed vary aecording to season. The information rega.rding

the other two topic areas was also userl to help ascertain the

season of oecupation.

The Thedford II site was surface collected in the'lg70rs and

its location i¡ras noteri by Deller (l9lq, 1 9B0a) " Surf ace

col-lection by Deller delimj ted three discrete areas of

Paleo-Ind.ian material. îhese areas are referred to as Grids A, B,

and C (Figur e 2). Grids A and B are loeated a.t the southern

portion of the site and are separated by about 20 metres. The

dimensions of Grid A are about 35 metres south to north by 60

metres east to west" Three ?a1eo-Tndian lithic arti.faet

concentrations were located through exeavation within this grit1.

Grid B eomprises an area of ?.0 square metres and remains

unexeavated. Grirl C is located about 90 metres north of Grid B

along the north edge of the site. Its size is only appr:oximatel¡¡

10 by 1O metres and is also unexcavatetl" 0n1y a few artifaets
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have T)een found within this grid' all by surface collection.

Thedford II was excavated in 1 981 and à report was produced

ín 1982 by Deller and n1lis deseribing the exearration methods,

the artifacts recovered and the cultural features" Chapter 4

deals with much of this information. Ilnfortunately, no floral or

faunaL remains from the Paleo-ïndian oceupation were recor¡ered.

Only lithie remains are present making it di-fficult to infer

subsistenee activities. Although the site was also occupied more

recently, perhaps during the EarIy or l{iddl.e 1lloodland periods

(Oetter and Ellis, 1982), the artifacts from each occupation are

clearly distinguishable by their form and material type.
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CHAPTER 2,

SITE AND ENVTRONI-{ENTAL SETTING

SITE SETTÏNG AND PHYSIOGRAPEY

The Thedford rT site is located on Lot Po, concession i,
Bosanquet rownship, lambton county, ontario. rt is on a terrace

at about 1 98 m above sea level overlooking a ravine on the south

which has a low swampy area (¡'lg. z). 'The north end of the site
is bordered by a shallow depression which runs and deepens to

the east and joins the ravine mentioned above. This ravine
continues to the northeast and eventually opens up on the Ausable

River plain about 1 lcr northeast of the site'r (Detter and El1is,
198226).

The Ausable River is the najor drainage souree in the site
area (¡ig. 3). Many s¡na1I tributaries feed into it after flowing
along the eastern edge of the lüyoming moraine. The river follows
this edge until- it reaches Arkona where it strikes bedrock and is
forced northward through the moraine (cooper, 197929). The river
then flows through the Thedford Ma.rsh where sand deposition has

eaused it to turn sharply to the southwest and empty into lake

Huron at Port Franks.

The site is located on st. Joseph til1 which is the surfaee

til1 of the Ìüyoming moraine. This ti1l, part of the Huron slope,

is attributed to the Port Huron stadial and is composed primarily

of sil-t and clay (cooper, 1979). The Huron slope is the area

between the Algonquin shoreline and the trlyoming moraine. Chaproan
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,¡¿ putnam (19732263) describe it as t'essentially à clay plain

nrodifiecl by a narrol^I strip of sand running parallel to the l{arren

Beach". The shaÌfow sand has been forned into parallel- beaeh

ridges and depressions with swampy areas in the depressions.

The W¡roming moraine is a conspicuous physiographic feature

focated 2 km south of the site (¡'le. 3). It is part of the Port

Huron morainic system that was built across the central and

eastern Great lakes region during the Port Huron stadial about

15,OOO B.P. (Dreimanis, 1977).

After the Port Huron. ice retreated northward, glacial lake

waters eovered the Thedford II area. ì{ater 1eve1s descended

until the lake Algonquin l-evel 11,500 to 'l 0,600 B.P. lrlhen the

ice margin retreated further north Lake Algonquin drained into

the Champlain Sea to the east (Karrow, et â1, 1975). The lake

gradually rose again until about 5,500 B.P. when the

Nipissing shoreline was reached (Cooper , 1979234).

Unlike other Paleo-Indian sites in southern Ontario there is
no direct association with glacial lake strandlines. The

Nipissing-Algonquin shoreline is about 3 kn north of Thedford II
(Fie. 3). The strandlines are at the same elevation (tA+ m) in

the area accounting for why they are discussed together. Karrow

(l9gO:Zl) however states that rrthe Nipissing transgression

extensively removed and destroyed the older Algonquin features'r.

The Ausable River has eroded evidence of the Nipissing shoreline

northeast of the site. These f actors nake it diff icul-t to

determine exactly where the Lake Algonquin beach was and thus the

distance from the site to the shoreline. The closest that the
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Algonquin beach could have been to the site is from 1,3 to 1 km.

The other major strandl-ine in the àtea, the pro-glacial lake

ï/arren shoreline is locatecl along the Vlyoming moraine's north edge

about 1.2 km south of the site. lake llarren existed between

12,5OO anð, 12,OOO B. P. (Cooper ,19'79:39) . At this time it wouf d

have covered the site (¡'ig. 3).

An inportant feature, 2.8 kn north of the site, is the

Thedford embayment or marsh. Archaeologicaf sites are found

along or near its margins, especially the eastern edge. The

narsh is located in the area bounded by the Algonquin-Nipissing

shorel-ine between Grand Bend and Thedford. It was protected by

baymouth bars during the existence of lakes Algonquin and

Nipissing (Cooper, 1979212-73). In post-Nipissing tirnes the

enba¡rment was separated from the Algonquin-Nipissing sediments by

a series of sand dunes, forming a right-angled triangle. Presently

the enbayment is protected frorn Lake Huron by sand dunes, and

flooding has turned it into a marsh, part of which is drained and

under cultivation.

VEGETAT ION

Two major vegetation zones are located in southern Ontario

according to McAndrews (t9gt 2121)i a deciduous forest in the

extreme south and a mixed forest north of it. The former zone is

doninated by southern hardwoods sueh as elrn (Ul-mus ) maple

(Acer) and ash (Traxinus) which also extend north through the

nixed forest zone into the southern part of the boreal forest

zone. Other hardwood.s such as oak (Quercus) beech (¡'agus), and
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hickory (Carya) are also found in the deciduous and mixed

forest zones. The rnixed forest is characterized. by high amounts

of maPle (Acer ) , heml-ock ( îsuga) , arborvitae (ttru a) and

white Pine (Pinus strobus). The îhedford IT site is loeated

close to the border of these two regions and thus has species of

both zones.

\rlhen the Port Huron ice retreated, large areas of southern

Ontario were open for plant col-oni zation. îhe initial vegetation

has been termed a forest-tundra (McAndrews, 1972, 1981; Kapp'

j97I). McAndrews (tggt) has studied a pollen profile from Pond

Mills Pond near T.,ondon, Ontario, about 60 km east of Thedford TÏ.

There the f orest-tundra zone forned the earl-iest leve1, being

represented prinarily by black spruce (Picea mariana). The

existence of non-arboreal po11en sueh as sag e, Artemisia and

the sedge (Cyperaeeae) and grass (Gramineae) families help to

characterize this zone as a forest-tundra (McAndrews, 1981:239)-

The next zone (zone 2) lasted from about 10'5OO to B'O00 B.P. and

is divided into subzones 2a and 2b. Subzone 2a shows jack pine

(Pínus banksiana) replacing the blaek spruee (pieea), while

smalI peaks of fir ( Abies and birch (¡etuta) suggest the

presence of a boreal forest; the non-arboreal- pollen decreases

from the previous zone (Mc¡narews 1981 :239). This subzone spans

from about 10,500 to 101000 ot 9r75O B.P. when zone 2b commenees.

This zone indicates that a mixed forest existed with pine

(pinus) declining being replaeed by oak (Quercus), along with

e1m (Urmus) and maple (Rcer) (tucAndrews, 198'1 :329) -

Other po1len analyses taken from Eighteen Mile River'



Cookstown Bog and near K

Georgian BaY shores also

about 10,600 to '1 0' 500 B ' P '

forest until- aPProximatelY

aI. 1975). Sites above the

areas for Pine (Pinus),

r5

ineardine along the lake Huron and

show spruce forests dominating until

This is followed by a pine-dominated

10,000 B.P. (Anderson, 1971 ; Karrow et

Algonquin shoreline may have been good

birch (getul-a) and ash (Fraxinus),

as well as Arte¡nisia and upland grasses and sedges.

The transition from spruce (pice?) to pine (pinus)

dominated forests at about 10,500 B.P. has been inferred from

pollen díagrams at, various sites in northeastern United States

(cf. Ogden , 1967). These consistent dates from varied locations

indicate that a major climatic change occurred in northeastern

North American regions. Terasmae (1974:t7)inferred a 6oc increase

in the mean annual temperature to 2oC at the Pl-eistocene-Holoeene

boundary.

Lake Algonquin drained at this time, resulting in wide l-and

areas becoming available for terrestrial- vegetation development

(Dreimanis, 1977283). Some Lake Algonquin l-akebed shoreline areas

are assoeiated with suranpy conditions which may have offerred

better plant and animal ïesources for humans than in the

surrounding forests. Similar habitats have been suggested for

other areas of northeastern North America (cf. Eisenberg, 1978;

Funk, 1977; Loring, 1 980). Deller ( t 9AO¡ 234-35) fras termed these

areas as micro-environments and notes that during prehistoric

times the rr1ow, f1at, poorly-drained areas of lakebed flanking

the relict shorelines offered a richer and more attractive

environment consisting of lush sedges, grasses, lichens,
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horsetalLs etc. They can be thought of as rích glad.e-areas within

à firore sterile environmentrr. Thedford marsh was one of these low,

swarnpy areas '

Other favourable environments *r.y have been abandoned.

shorelines in the interior as i¡rel-l as existing beaehes. These

sites 'provided lichen-rich habitats for game. Frozen emba¡nnents

and protected areas of lake Algonquin could have provi<1ed safety

and footl for animals tluring the winter. Areas recently freed of

ice or glacial fakes may have supported large herbivore

populations such as caribou, rieer and mammoth. The vegetation

present during the Paleo-Indian oecupation of the Thedfortl Iï

site has not been determined to date. Pollen samples Ìrere taken

from two Paleo-ïndian cultural featu::es but have not yet heen

analysetl.

FA UNA

Few faunal- associations exist with Paleo-Indian cultures

in northeastern North America. The faunal samples are often

too fragmentary to identify the species. One bone fragment

itlentified as barren ground caribou has been found in association

with human activity at the Holcombe site in eastern Michigan

(litting,1966), but Griffin, (lg77zlo) sugsests that the sibe

may not be related to a fluted point eulture. Other caribou

remains are present from BulI Brook, Dutchess Quarry Cave in New

York and the \rrlhipple site in New Hampshj-re (Gramly, 198?-) "

Clelanri (t 9OO: ZO) suggests mastodon, moose, bear, earibou,

beaver, muskrat, wolverine, snowshoe hare and porcupine lir¡ed in
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the Great Lakes areà from about 11,OOO to 9,000 B.P. It is fel-t

that, harren ground caribou was the main source of game for the

paleo-T.ndians in southern Ontario (ct. Deller, 1973, 1976, 1979,

1980b; Roosa' 1977a,, 1977h; Storck, 1979, 1982). Spiess

(1979240*41 ) further notes that caribou stay in the spruce forest

from late fall through the winter feetling on liehen, wil1ow and

sedges (Carex) and move onto the tundra in late April rtrhere

they remain, eating sedge and grass, untiì- the fall migration

southward begins. Deller (1979212) also notes that in the

sub-arctic today earibou are often attracted to poorly drained

glaô.e areas within larger coniferous environments. This

environment woulrl appear to be similar to that suggested above

during the proposed Paleo-Indian occupation of southern Ontario.

fn particular, the forest-tundra and -l-ow swampy areas may have

been favourable for caribou.

Another important food source for Pafeo-Indians i-n southern

Ontario may have been the moose. They are presently found j.n

environments which are also occupied by carjbou. Irimoto
(t ggt :+O) states that moose ?Lre hunted by the Chipeivayn during

the summer in meador¡r areas, and in the faLL. Other subarctic

tribes such as the Cree, Micmac, SÌave and Beaver also hunt moose

frequently, r¡¡hile relying to a somel^¡hat lesser extent on other

élame such as elk, muskox and caribou. Fish is also one main

resource for these groups, especially during the summer and fall.

Tf all or some of these animals and those listed by Cleland (1966)

were ar¡ailable to the Paleo-Indians, then it is very likely that

they would have exploited them. Caribou nay have been one of the
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more important food resources, but there j-s no reason to believe

that, Paleo-Indjans dirl not hunt whatever game was present.

The mastodon was present at the time of the Paleo-Indian

oceupation in southwestern Ontario, but it was probably not hunted

often, if at al-l. îhe distribution of known mastodon remains in

the region appears to be concentrated on the hlarren fakebeti

flanking the northern Lake Erie shore. The known Paleo-Indian

sites, in eontrast, are all north of this area (De:-ter, 1980b:50).

Dreimanis (l9ll:93) states the fo1l owing regarding the mastodon

extinction:

I'The dramatic change in temperature anð.f or prec j pitation
around 10,000 years ago resulted in the rapid expansion of pine
and the corresponding decrease in spruce. This change in
vegetation coincided also with the beginning of a rapid decl-ine in
radiocarbon-dated mastodon sites. the association of deerease in
mastodons and their subsequent extinction with the elimatic and
vegetation ehanges, together with evidence that mastodons obtained
their food from spruce forests or woo<ll-and, led me to propose
environmental and climatic eauses for extinction of mastotlon in
the Great lakes regionrt.

If the mastodon ï¡ere associated with the Vlarren lakebed,

then they would have had to have been present after 12,5OO 8.P.,

when lake Warren drained. There is also evidence that mammoth

lias present in the area as l-ate as 10,660 B.P. (UlcAndrews, 19872

personal eommunication). A nev genus of deer was recently

discovered from l-ate Pleistocene deposits near Toronto. Tt is
estimated to have been the size of carihou and has been dateri at

about 1 1 ,rOO B.P. (Churcher and Peterson, 19BZ) "
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CHAPTTR 1

RESEARCTT PTAN AND METTIODOIOGY

INTRODUC T TON

The methodology employed folfows from the problem areas

stated in Chapter 1 : the ljthie-rel-ated activities, the

intensity of the occupation and the season of occupation. In

order to achieve these aims, all available data must be utilized

such as intra-site archaeology, comparatii¡e archaeol-ogy r¡rith other

Paleo-fndian sites and ethnography"

The first topie area is investigateri by an analysis of the

lithie material spatial patterning which includes artifact
distribution a.nd association. this emphasizes the delineation of

activity areas and too,l kits. Activity areas ocelrr where specific

or rel-ated tasks took place at the site such as tool
manufacturing ol: food processing. Tool- kits are groups of

associated artifacts which were used in identical or simil ar

tasks.

The identification of tool- kits and their locations at

Theoford II may aid in relating the site to others

within the Paleo-Indian settlment system of southern Ontario,

such as,Parkhill, Fisher and Banting. Initia] attempts at

defining tool kits and tool rlistributions at other sites has

consis'terl of the visual inspection of artifact rlistribution maps

(eg. MacDonald, 1968; Idheat, 1972). Thís type of study was not

always sufficlent as artifacts may be too numerous to easil-y

group into tool kits or to define activity areas. Also the
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àrtifact patterning may not be easi.ly observabl-e. The more

recent use of statjstical methods has provided archaeologists

with easier, nore objective ways of analysing the spatial

distribution ancl association within and between sites. The

methods used by archaeologists have inclurled contíngency tables,

contiguity tests and the variance-mean rati.o (Dacey, 1973);

dímensional analysis of variance (trlhal-1on , 1977) ; and nearest

neighbour analysis (Wfraf lon, 1974). îhe l-atter method is
applícable where the exaet provenience of items is known. As

mentioned'previously al-1 tools and tool fragnents reeovered

through excavation at Thedford TI have been plotted exactly,
along with certain debitage categories such as scraper ::etouch

flakes and channel flakes. The data is thus suited for a nearest

neighbour analysis to define the degree of artif.aet type

dispersion. The method was originally used in the study of plant

population distribution by crark and rlvans (lgq+) " rt has al-so

been used by archaeologists to describe site distributions ("g.

Plog, 1974; l¡lashburn, 1974; Earle, 1976).

IÏTHTC RELATED ACTIVTTIES

The investigation of artifact spatial distribution may

involve three basic steps as outlined by Price (lglgzS)z r''l ) the

definition of the nature of the di-stribution of à

single artifaet category, whether rand,om, regul,ar or clustered;

2) the investigation of association between two or more

artifact categories, i.e. the definition of artifact groups;

and, 3) the description of the location, contents, and size of
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the occupation floorr' (emphasis inà

original). îhese steps trill be fo.l-lowed in this analysis but

first it is necessary to determine the types of tools present at

the site. Delter and El-lis (l9Se) have 'performed this task and a

summary of their work in this respect appears in the following

chaPter.

The method of nearest neighbour analysis will be employed to

explore the first step. It entails measuring the linear distance

between tools, r,rrithin a Speeific type, which are closest to each

other. Scraper retouch flakes and channel fl-a.kes will. al-so be

included. The fragments of conjoined artifacts are treated

individuall-y. Before calculating the nearest neighbour ratio it
is important to t1ea1 with the r'-trounrlary eff eetrf . A diffi eulty

with nearest-neighbour analyses has been in incluri ing noints
(artifacts) in the cal-eulations which were close to the edge of

the excavation. This affected the degree of spatial aggregation

or segregation. l¡lhallon (1974) suggested solvi"ng this nrobl-em by

measuring only those points which vrere closer to one another than

to the edge. This served to eliminate those points which may

have nearest neighbours outsíde of the study àrea. McNutt (tqgt)

has devised a series of formulae in order to reduce the number of

points measured within the study area, but they are only

applicabl-e where regularly shaped areas sueh as squares,

reetangles, eircles, or triangl-es are present. Unfortunately the

area of Thedford ïI is irregularly shaped so that none of these

formulae can roe implemented,. fhus I¡/hall-on's method wi-11 be

fol-l-owed here.
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Another weakness of nearest neighbour analysis is assoeiated

with the size of the area used in the ealculation. Idea11¡¡ the

limits of the exeavation shou.l.d eorrespond to the limits of the

site. I¡lhere this is not the case, i.e. the exear¡ation is larger

or smaller than the site, the r¡al-ue of the nearest neighbour

ratio R will change. A J-arger excavation area for example will

lower the value of R, anrl artifact types which seem to be

randomly riistributed will statistically indicate clustering. A

solution, which Price (tqZg:g) offers, is to use a specific unit

of sampling size such as àn e"rea defined by a eontour of a

certain nurnber of artifacts per square meter. He rioes not

however use this solution in his analysis as its applicability is

limited to sites with similar tlensíties. He insteatl uses the

total a-ree- exeavated, a praetice which is followed here also.

The areas used here, i.e. A-centre and A-northeast, probably

re'present the fufl extent of the site in these areas.

The nearest neighbour ratio is computed in the follor'ring

manner. The density trprr of the number of items rrNrr in the

sampling area rfA't is given as p-N-1 . The observed average nearest
À

neighbour clistance

as io=fr where rtrrr

of the sample

represents the

populati on is

nearest neighbour

stated as

d istances.
N

The expecterl average ne ar e st distance is found by

the expected nearestîhe ratio of the

neighbour

o'bserved to0re

2/o
5rñ"
,/¡r-r

neightrour distance, the nearest neighbour ratio, R=Fo is a
re
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úeasure of the degree of randomness of the distribution. Tf

this ratio is equal to '1 then a random pattern is present. Tf the

points cluster in one spot then R is equal to 0, while it equals

2.149 when a uniform arrangenent of points is present.

The 1eve1 of signifieance ean be found by using the

chi-square statistic Xe = 2lfr2 This is based on the Poisson

distribution which is determined by À - zp where the square units

of area are converted into circles with rrÀrr representing the

àverà9e number of items found in a circle of raclius J in the site.
Chi-square in this calculation has 2N clegrees of freedom. fhe 51,

signifieance 1eve1, is tested using the random matching tabte
in Pinder and lrritherlck (l9T¿tZB7).

The index of segregation sp will be used to investigate the

assoeiation between artifaet categories. It ïras first used by

Pielou (1969) in ecological studies and in archaeologr by Peebles

(lgll ), Hodder and 0rton (tgle), and price (19T8). This index

serves to measure the tendency for two tool types to be aggregated

or segregated in space. rt is useful- in conjunction with the

nearest neighbour ratio as it measures the association between

items of two different types, while the nearest neighbour deal-s

with the dÍstribution of a single tool type (price, 197924). The

nethod is not influenced by the tf boundary effeet'r. To deternine

Sp.a contingeney table is formed which appears as:

Base Point
Type

A

B

B

Nearest
Neighbour a b a+b=e

c d c+d= f
a+c=g b+d=h N

A
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Sp is cal-cuf ated as 1- ( e+b )N. A value of -1 indicates
ef+fg

ag,gregation that isolated pairs of types A and R are

present, eomposed of one A and one B; r.uhile a value of 0 means

that there is a randomness of the two types. If the index equals

1 then a compl-ete segregation of A and B oceurs (HoAaer and

prton , 19-16:?-04-205) . The chi-square statistic can be used to

test for the signifieance of Sp.

Price (lWA:l+) notes that this ind,ex requires explanation

as a value of -1 indicates complete agqregation of two tynes

meaning that they \¡¡ere always found in pairs. However, since the

rate of discard varies for rlifferent artifact tynes it j.s

unlikely that complete pairing rri1l occur. Based on this, Priee

states that relationships which statistically appear to be

aggregated or mixed, represent a spatial association between

types and that l.ow negatir¡e or 1ow positirre values of Sp rnay

reveal information on this association. Price unfortunately does

not incìicate how this information can be interpreted.

Another method to be empl-oyed in testing for the spatial
association of artifact types invol-ves the 'oresence or absence of

two types r,¡ithin a particular unit of area. This method was also

rleveloped by plant ecoJ-ogists and its application in archaeology

is detailed by Dacey (1973) and Hodder and Orton (lqle). Tt

involves dividing the site into quarlrats and then noting the

presence or atrsence of each type i¡¡ithin eaeh guadrai. The size of

c¿uadrat to be used in the present analysis vrill be the unit of

exeavation, tlne 2 x 2m square. A contingeney table is then mad.e,
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the index of segregation which takes the

Type A

Type B

From this table the expected number in each ce1l ean be

calculated if eaeh type were independent of the other. The

chi-square test is then used to test the signifieanee of the

difference between the observed and the expected val-ues in the

cells. The test appears as x'= [(ad-be)-W/Z]'tt (see Hodder and
efgh

Orton 1976:202; Daeey, 1q7v;726). This test examines if the nu11

hypothesis of independenee between two distributions should be

accepted or rejected.

The v eoeffieient is another test whieh can be performed

from the eontingency table which inrlieates the degree of
association. This is also a measur:e of segregation but, unlike

the index of segregation it deals with the presenee/absenee data

of two types and not with neareast neighbour distances. Hodder

and Orton (lglø;2)2-2}4) Aiseuss the use of the V coeffieient to
neasure the degree of assoeiation. It appears as V = ad-bc. A

( efgh )>z

value of -1 indicates that the types are segreated while O means

no association is present, and eomplete aggregation occurs when V

+

+ a b e

c d f
g h N
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equals +1. A probl.em with this tesl is lhat, it is affected

by Lhe, amount of area in which neither tvpe occurs, i.e., the

'drr val.ue of the contingency tabl-e, bub th:'-s value must be

included in order to clet,ermine t,he degree of indepenclence of fhe

clist.ributions (FIodder and 0rlon , 197 6:201{). The size of the

quadrat a.lso af fects bhe value of V, so the same tables are usecl

as those for testing for the assoeiation of arbifact types.

As cÌiscussecl earlier in tlris chapLer the invesb igation of

association between two or more art i f act caLegor"Í es ís concìuetecl

in orcler to define arLifact groups or fool kits. To achieve this

the val.ues obtained for the inclex ofl segregation will be orclerecl

in a matrix where every bool class is paired wilh every other

t,ool class, and t.hose tool pairs noL segregatecl, as shown by the

bests of signi ficance, will become more easily visible. Groups

of artifacts vrill hopefully be present in lhis matrix (see price,

1978215). From t,hese groups, artifact cì-usters ean be ciefinecl on

lhe sit,e plan Lhrolrgh the use of the nearest neighbour distances.

0ne problem is that the data. tends to be positively or

negatively skewed due to the presence of isolabeci tools. I.'lhallon

(1gTt\) has suggested a solut,ion to t,his problem which is usecl in

this t,hesis and invol-ves the calculat ion of a "cut-of f 'r clist,ance.

This distance is found bv caler-rlating the standarcl der¡iatjon of

the nearesL neighbour clis+,ances and using a point 1"65 st.a.ncla.rci

cleviations above the mean nearesl neighbour rjisLance. This

removes the 5f" of fhe distances which eomprise the t,ail encl of

the clistribut,ion. Poinbs within t,hi.s cut-off disLance are joi-necl

together to form clusters.
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The interpretation of the artifaet groups and clusters is

more dífficult than thei.r identification. The trouble stems from

the unoertainty in the determinatj.on of tool flunction. Some of

the tools such as scrapers may have had more than one use , í,ê.,
scraping and/or cutting, and may have been util- ized to work a

variety of rnaterial-s such as hide, bone anð"f or woot1. The absenee

of wood and bone tools and floral and faunal remains makes the

interpretation of funetion difficult. A tool function analysis

employing the methods of hril-msen (t qZO) and Keetey (t qeO) is
presentetl in Chapter 5.

The information generate,i by the spatial analysis wilt
enable comparisons to be made with other Paleo-Indian sites in
northeastern North America in terms of intra-site activities and

the location, densit¡¡ and composition of single artifact
categories, artífact groups and clusters. These sites inelude

Parkhill (Roosa, 19I7a, j 977b; De1ler 1 gBOb ) ; Debert (MacDonattt 
n

1968) ; Barnes (Wrlgtrt and Roosa, j q66; Voss , 1977); Ranting
(Storck , 1979) ; Fisher (Storck , 19BZ) ; and Vail (GramJ-y, 1982) "

unfortunately, Barnes l¡ras the only one of these sites subjected

to a spatial analysis, i.e., anal¡rsis of variance (see voss,

1977) . Nevertheless, the data providetl through the visual
l.nspection of artifact plots for the other sites will be useful

regarding Paleo-rndian activi ties, activity areas and tool
association. Ethnographic data also provides a means of
comparing which intra-site activíties could have been performed.
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ÍNTESISITY ATID SEASOT{ OF OCCUPATTON

The seeond t,op ic aT"ea , th e i n ten s it,y of the oeeupat ion ,

defjned as the length a,nrl frequency ofl the oecupation and the

grolrp size, involves prima.rily the densities of artÍfacts within

bhe entire site ancl the olusters. These densities clepend on the

fypes of actirriLÍes whieh oceurred at the site. For example, lool

manufaeture produces nore debris than cloes tool maintenanee. Sueh

densil1es may thus vary considerablv depencìing on the a.ctir¡ities

making the int,erpretati.on of intensity dif f j.cult. Comparisons

ean be marie wi.th the ParkhilJ-, Fanting, Barnes, Vail ancl lleberb

sites" I'lo densitv sLandarcls are present enabl ing only relative

comparisons t.o be used in this thesis. The rel.ationship bef ureen

cl-usters ean provicle ¡1enera1. informaLion coneerning the intensitv

of the oecupation.

The inclividual aspeets of intensi.Lv are diflficulf t,o

determine ancJ staternenLs nade here must be consicierecJ v"'i.fh

caution. The number of people and t,beir length of oecupation aL

Thedforcl IT a.re basecl on jnterpretations of the Paleo-Indian

sites referreci to a.bove and on ethnographie anal.ogy. The

frequency of the occr.rpat ion, e. g. s ing1,e vs. rnul-tiple

oecttpat,ions, is more speculative beeause ciiseussion largely

inr¡olves onìy the ref it, ana lysis anci ethnographic Ca.ta."

Inferences formed eÕneerning the inLensity of the occupation are

macie wÍth reasona.ble conf j clence Ìrasecl on lhe r"el iabi lit,y of lhe

eLhnographic reeord and fhe frequenL eonsisLencv of the

archaeologica I da.ta.
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[he third topic area, the season of occupation is difficult

to determine because there are only 1i'bhie remains from Thedford

II anð. at all of the sites used for comparison. Certain

aetivities such as hide working might be more preval,ent during

the colder seasons beeause the hides are of higher quality" A

working edge angle analysis can suggest which tasks the tools

were userl for. The degree of tool exhaustion may also be related

to the season of occupation. If the grioup has recently been to a

ljthic source and has àn abundant supply, there is less need to

resharpen too1s. Tnstead, new tools wj11 be matle rather: than old

ones resharpened. However, the tools will be more completely

exhausted as the length of time spent a.\^ray from the l-ithic souree

increases. This is reflected in the tool size and in the size

and number of waste flakes. Comparisons can be made with other

Paleo-Indian sibes regarding tool exhaustion and the ínferred

season of occupation. The season of occupation is indieated

ethnographically by the type, size and location of camps and 'tty

the number of people residing at them. The discussion of the

second topic area is al-so of use here.

STTE FORMATTON PROCESSES

A discussion of these topic areas must also involve a

consiileration of site formation þrocesses. Schi:flfer (lqle)

divides these processes into cul-tural and noncultural- catego::ies.

The former inr¡ol-ves artifaets left by the oecupying group of

which there are three types: primary refuse where artifacts were

discarded where made or used, secontl.ary refuse such as worn-out
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trroken materials discarded ar^Iay from thejr place of use and de

facto refuse which consists of usable items abandoned and lost

within an aetivity area when the group left the slte.

Unfortunately, these definitions are difficult to operationalize.

Secondary refuse is usually found in areas of high artifaat

density antl diversity (Setriffer, 1976231). lnlhen long distances

are trasrefled the heaviest objects, the least important objects

and the most easily replaced light objects will be de facto

refuse (Schiffer, 1976235). In analyses coneerning horizontal

artifact patterns on occupation floors and limi-bed activity

sites, archaeologists have assumed that they were dealing only

with primary refuse (Wilmsen, 197O; tr{hal1on, 197i; Gootlyear,

1974; Schiffer, 1976) " However, ethnographic data suggests that

artifact patterns were formed by other processes such as

secondary refuse, as will be discussed 1ater.

Once deposited, the location of cultural items may change

due to trampling, caching and being cleared from an area. Other

ctrltural formation processes involve artifact removal- from a site
by surface col-lection and uncontrolled excavation.

N-transforms are principtes which aecount for noncu--l-tura1

formation processes (Schiffer, 1 976: 1 5 ) . These processes result

in post-depositional- ehanges in site and artifact morphology.

Some noncultural- formation proeesses jnclude: faunafturbation

which is disturbance by anirnals such as rotlents and earthworms

(Gottey et al. , 1g75; lrlooti antl Johnson , 1g7B), floralturbation
where treefall-s and roôts disturb the location of artifacts (Wood

and Johnson, 1978), frost heaving (Johnson and. T:Tansen, 1974; Ïüoocl
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and Johnson, 1978), wind and water erosion (Glfford, 1978) and

cultivation (Roper , 1976).

The Thedford II site rnay consist of primary, secondary and de

faeto refuse assuming that Schiffer (lqlA) is eorrect in the

identification of these site formation processes. Secondary

refuse is probably represented by artifacts sueh as projec'tile

points and preforns broken rluring manufaeture. Schiffer ?qle zZl)

hypothesizes that the greater the intensity of occupation and the

larger the group, the larger the ratio of secondary, to primary

refuse produced. Artifacts, r¡¡ithout :f resh breaks may .represent

primary or de facto refuse beeause these artifaets were likely

left at their place of use through discard anð.for abandonment.

?lowing at Thedford II has affected artifact location, the extent

o.fl which is d.iscussed in Chapter 6 concerning the refit analysis.

This type of analysis has been eonducted rnost noticeabl-y at'the

Paleolithic site of Meer, Belgium 'by Cahen et al (1979) " At

Thedford IT some toof breaks r¡rere caused when the tools r¡rere

struck by the plow or other farm maehinery in recent years. These

breaks are evideneecl by a rrfresh 't looking broken edge. Some o:fl

the fragments r¡rere fitted together in the f ield and the rest j-n

the l-ab. Some tools r¡rere probably broken rluring use as the

broken edges do not a'ppear I'fresh'f ancl are nol:e rounded than

those edges produced through recent breakage.

Roosa (lglru) notes at the Parkhill site that artifaets from

the plowzone are clustered with subsoil artifacts anrl features.

For example, a point base with red ochre on one face from the

plowzone was about one metre from a subsoj-l hearth. He eoncl-ucles
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that the plow appears to have blurred or slightly enlarged

clusters (Roosa, 1977b). Similar cultivation methods hrere

employed at both sites. A few rodent burrows exist at Thedford II

and may have resulted in some artifact movement, but rnost are

located in low artifact rlensity areas. There i-s no evidence of

erosion, and frost heaving is not bel-ieved to have affected

artifaeï movement rlue to the sandy nature of the soil.
Binford (tgZg¡) describes five cultural formation proeesses,

termed disposal modes, of which two need to be discussed here.

ttDroppingrr oeeurs when items fall from the hand where actirrity is

takl.ng place and fttossingrf invol-i¡es moving items away from where

they were used (Binford, 1978b2145). These two disposal modes

are equival-ent to Schifferfs (lgle) p"imary and secondary refuse,

respectively. Binford (1978b) notes that artifacts may be in
clisposaJ- areas and not in activity areas. This makes it
difficr.rlt to distinguish these latter areas.

Artifaets can be curated which invo l-ves transporting them

elsewhere for future use (Binf ord, 1973) " rmportant and selclom

used tools can 'be cached at the site to be userl later. These

form de facto refuse. Curation is more likely to occur when

short distances such as a few kilometers are travelled. T',ithie

artifacts curated at the Thedford II site may have ine]uded

pro j ectile points r i¡.rhich take l-ong to manufaeture and are an

important part of the tool- kit. Unifacial tools are easier to

rnanufacture and vere likely not curated. There is no evidence of

caching at the site.
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ÍfTINOGRAPHTC ANAIOGY

Employing ethnographí.c ana1ogy is important j.n archaeological

studíes especially where cultural remains are scaree. Caution

concerning its use must be observed beca'use human hehavior has

undergone many changes thr ough t ime. The l-ímitations of

ethnographic ana1ogy have been rliscussed by researchers such as

Binford (1968,1972); Freeman (tqeg); I{eider (1967) and wobst

(1974)" Binford (lglZ) notes that ethnographie behar¡ior may

riiffer from that which was present archaeol-ogically, while other

factors such as the environnent may have been similar. Different

types of behavior may produce the same arehaeological r-osult.

Heitler (l gel ) shows that an artifact can have diff erent uses,

even within the same geographical area. Ethnographic observations

can be used to formulate postulates which can be testerl regarding

archaeol-ogical remains and the behavior which producerl them

(Freeman, '1968). Characteristics of Paleolithic societies based

upon lirring hunters and gatherers include: 1 ) l4ovement within a

seasonal round, 2) the maintenance of a rninimum band network with

an average of 25 ind.ivirluafs per band, 1) lor¡¡ nopulation
densities (Wo¡st , 1974). The first charaeteristic relates to the

season of occupation and to the resourees ex.ploited by the

Therlford II inhabitants. The seeond and third are associated

with the intensity of the occupation which in turn is linked to
site activities. These characteristics wi-l-f be further discussed

in Chapter 7 where ethnographic rlata are used.
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CHAPTÞR 4

FTETHoDS 0Ï'StrTE EXCAVATtrON, DATA COI,LECTION' T0Ol PRODUCTTON

AND DESCRTPTTON OF ARTTFACTS AND FEATI]RES

SITE EXTAVATTON AND DATA COLLECTION METHODS

The entire site has been cultivated with corn, beans,

barley, wheat and other grains being the main items gro\'ürl. It was

planted in winter wheat when it Ï¡as excavated. The west hal-f of

the site has been under cultivation for a large but unknown

number of years, (perhaps more than 100 years). There is evidenee

linat a fence ran north-south through the site until it was taken

down about 20 years ago at which time the land began to be

cultivated. This fence served to separate the cultivated l-ant1

from the brush which greT¡r in the eastern portion of the site"

This eastern part was thus less disturbed by cultivation than

was the rest of the site.

All excavation was conducted within this grid and 336 m'were

excavate<i. (¡lg" 4). A horizontal grid system of two by two metre

squares was placed over the site. The north-south and east-west

baselines hrere laid out with a transit and the squares r¡Iere

triangulated in. Each square rras assigned a north a.nd. an east

co-ordinate at its southwest corner. Each square l^ras then

divided, into four one metre subsquares which rÍere numbered,

beginning with the southwes'b subsquare, eounter-clockwise. This

provided. greater control- when exeavating the square than woul-d be

the case if it '\^rere exeavated as a whole.

The first squares r,rere excavated 1n a checkerboard pattern.
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fhis pattern r¡ras continued until it was decided to excavate the

intervening Squares in order to completely excavate as much of

the area as possible to provide ri.ata suitable for intra-site

spatial analyses. Unfortunately, time did not permit the total

excavation of Grid A, although artifact concentration limits l/Íere

fairly r¡Iell defined in all but the western part of the grid,.

The squares were exeavated by first removíng the plowzone of

eaeh subsquare with shovels and screening it separately.

Subsquares 1, 2, and 4 were screened through 1l+ inch hardware

cloth while subsquare 5 was sereened through 1 lB inch hardware

cloth. One shovelfu] of dirt vlas screened at a time in order

that any tools within the shovelful could be located. All tools'

scraper retouch flakes and channel fl-akes l¡Iere plotted to the

centre of the removed shovelful-. Other artifacts such as lithic

debitage Ìiere placed in bags aecording to subsquare. Corner

baulks j¡Iere lef t in each square and 10 cm wide baulks were left

between squares of the checkerboard pattern. These baulks helped

to prevent the walls of adjoining squares from coll-apsing' as

well as to hold backdirt anð. to act as guides for subsoil

excavation. The baul-ks ïrere removed. and screened aceording to

subsquare after the unit was exeavated if there was indioation of

dense occupation in the area.

The plowzone r¡Ias not entirely removed by shovel so as not to

exeavate too deep and inadvertently destroy possible subsoil

euttural features. Instead. the plowzone-subsoil interface was

cl-eaned with trowels so tlnat these features would 'be visible.

Plan drawings \¡rere mad e at the interface in each square of
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cúLtúral featui:es, roots and root stains, rodent burrows, clay

pockets, sand pockets and any other soil discolourations. All

visible cul-tural- and non-cu1tural featu::es, e. g. root stains,

\{ere exe'avated with trowels with p1-an and profile drawings and

photographs being made. Soil- samples I¡Iere taken f rom all

cultural features for flotatj-on. Charcoal samples for C14 dating

were also taken from features where possible.

The subsoil was excavated in 5 cm contoured arbitrary levels

by trshovel-shiningtt . lf artif acts or f eatures \¡rere discovered,

then trowelling was used. The subsoil was screened through the

same mesh sizes as those used for the plowzone. Debitage was

bagged by arbitrary level and subsquare. Subsoil materials

located in situ r¡iere plotted on maps. All in situ tools

were located within a three-dimensional framework. Horizonta-l-

measuremen'ts were made to the artifact from the southwestern and

the southeastern pins of the square. Vertical co-ord.inates were

taken with reference to a central vertical datum point and a

depth below interface measured from one of the above corners of

the square. .411 squares r/'/ere excavated to at least a depth of 15

cm in the subsoil in non-clay areas if no artifacts were found"

If artifacts r¡rere discovered then the square r¡ras dug until- a

steri-le 5 cm level was reached.

Tnformation was recorded on various standardized. forms

incl.uding artifaet forms on whieh was written data concerning

specific artifacts; feature forms with information on cultural

features such as size, shape ancl the contents; ancl square sumnary

forms which contained information about each subsquare, for
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example, the plowzone thickness, the maximtrm depth the

subsquare hlas exeavated to, the depth below the datum and the

material-s found at each ler¡el. Each exeavator also kept fieltl

notes concerning the Squâres dug, the features located, artifacts

found and other d.ata.

RAW I4ATERIAI DESCRTPTTON

Approxinatety 90% of the tool-s at Thedford TT are made of

Collingwood chert. lhere is no evidence of it having been used by

cultures other than the Pal-eo-Indians, making it diagnostic. The

source is from the Fossil Hifl formation in the Collingwood areà,

about 175-2OO km northeast of the Thedford IT site (De}ler ancl

El1is , 1982214). Col-lingwood chert is found in beds which range

up to 30 cm thick (Storek and Von Bitter, 1981 t31)" It is also

usually banded with the bands parallel to the bed. Deller and

Ellis (lgAZ) show how this banding, in combination with other

aspects of artifacts, helps to "place each tool into its origì.nal-

position in the bed matrixrt (¡etter and E1}is, 1982:16). The

col-our of Coll-ingwood chert ranges from a white/f ignt grey to

beige to a pale br:own.

The other identifiable raw material used at Thedford II is

Bayport chert. It is found in the Saginaw Bay area of Michigan'

about 125-150 km northwest of the site. It oecurs in nodules in a

dolomitic to sandy limestone (lelter and Ellis,1982:16). It is

distinguished by concentric banding, the presence of small- qrtartz

crystal grains and its fossiliferousness. The colour of Thetlford

II artifacts of this material range frorn a light grey to grey
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(Deller and El1is, 19e2217).

TOOI PRODUCTTON

The manufacture steps and product groups of colrins (1975)

are u.sed in the tool p::oduction and artifact descriptions (ta¡te

1). The absence of cores ancl debris from tool- blank production

indicates that the lithlc raw material was at l-east in tool blank

form (Deller and El1is, 19B2zB-27). There are thus no products

assignable to Group I or II of Collinsr (1975) sequence. All of

the unifacial tool-s r/ìrere probably made by prÍ_mary trimmÍng (Group

III) and are the products of use (Group V). Some of these toots

have also been refurbished, especiatly the triangular and fluted.

end scrallers. They forrn product Group VI al_ong with scraper

retouch flakes. Deller and El-tis suggest (lggzzB-zz) tnat these

waste flakes may also be a pr:oduct of ¡nanufaeture (Group IV).

,Bifacial tools may have been brought to the site as bifaeial
preforms instead of as unmodified tool bl-anks. This is based on

the rel-atively few thinning stage preforms (Group I) and biface

thinning flakes (Group III). The biface thinning ffakes whieh

were recovered are probably iso-l ated removals from indivíduaf
preforms to prepare them for retouching anrl fluting (Dell-er and

Elfis , 19B2zB-25). Group IV products include an unfluted preform,

6 fluted preforms and B fluted bifaee fragments some of which may

have broken during use " The rlebi tag,e associated with this
secondary trinming stage are channel- flakes and bifacial retouch

flakes. 0n1y one finished fluted poi-nt was found at the site. It
was probably used (Group V) and \¡ras prorluced through the above
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Table 1 Lithic ¡4anufacturing Sequence at Thedford II

TYPE MANUFACTURE STEP
PRODUCT

GROUP N z

ÍooLs

Fluted Point
Fluted Preforms
Fluted bifaces

Use
Secondary trimming
Use and/or secondary

trimming
Primary and/or
secondary trimming
Use?

V
TV

I
6

I

2

2

o.7
4.4

ïv, v Ão

Unfluted Points
ïïï | rv 1.5

1.5Concave base biface
Alternately bevelled

biface
Backed biface
other biface
Piece esquí1lde
Gravers
offset bit end scrapers
Triangular end scrapers
Fluted end scrapers
End and convex side

scrapers
Bit end scrapers
Other end scrapers
End and side scrapers
Backed and snapped

síde scrapers
Concave side scrapers
Single convex side

scrapers
Double convex side

scrapers
Other side scrapers
Other scrapers
Beaked scrapers
Flake knives
Other unifacial tools
Unifacial tool

fragments

Modified
Use
Use
Use
Use
USe
Refurbished
Refurbished

VÏ
V
V
V
V
V

VT
VT

3

1

2

1

L7
5

3

2

))
0.7
1.5
0.7

12.6
3.7
))
1.5

Use; Refurbished?
Use
Use; Refurbished
USe

v, vr 2

7

4

4

6

3

3

3

3

5

5

5

5

1.5
É,)
3.0
3.0

V
V. VÏ

Use
Use

v

V
V

v

V
V
V
V
V
V

4.4
2.2

Use ),

Use
USe
Use
Use
Use
Use

.) '>

2.2
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7

27 20.o

TOTAL 135 99.8

DEBTTÀGE

Channel flakes
Biface thinning flakes

Secondary trimming
Primary and second-
ary trimming
Secondary trimming
refurbishing
Refurbishing

1V 24 3.5

ïï1, rv 31 4 6
BifacíaI retouch flakes

Scraper retouch flakes
Flat flakes
Other debitage

ÏV, VÏ
VT

L7B
111
286
52

26.L
16.3
4L.9
7.6

TOTAL 642 100.0
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stages of primary and secondary trimming. Other evídence of

secondary trimming occurs on 5 alternately beveled bifaces, a

backed biface, à pièce esquillde ancl a complete tool with

retouch. All of these tools were userl (Group v) except for tr¡ro

of the al-ternately bevel-ed bifaces which had been reworked into

scrapers (Group VI).

comparisons of the amount of biface versus scraper

al.beration can be made with the Parkhilt site. At Theciford II
the ratio of bifacial to seriaper debris is ?-.1 to 1. collins
(79'[5t32) notes that biface alteration produces considerably

more flakes than uniface afteration. This accounts for
the low tool to debris ratlos at Thedford II where there

are more than twice as many scrapers as bifaces. If more

biface flakes were found in relatlon to scraper retouch

flakes then the ratios should lncrease.

ARTTFACT DESCRTPTION

The fol-l-owing descriptions are basecl targely u'pon De]-rer and.

Ellis (tgAZ)" Additional rlata including dimensional attributes,
artifaet and working edge shape, wor:king ed¿¡e angle and

provenience are presented in Append.ix A. Paleo-Tndian Iithic
tools and fragments number 157 prior to refi'bting and 1 35 after
refibting (Tabtes 1, 2). Of these, 4j Ì{rere recovered during
previous surface collecting and thus their exaet locatj.on is
unknown.
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Table 2 TooI Types at Thedford II

( Includes Surface Col-lection )

TYPES N z

Fluted Points and Preforms

Bifaces

End Scrapei:s

Side Scrapers

Other Scrapers

Gravers

Other Unifacial Tools

Unifacial TooI Fragments

7

19

¿J

IB

L4

T7

l0

27

5.2

14 .1

17.0

13.4

r0.4

L2 .6

7.4

20 .0

TOTAL 135 100.0
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BTFACIAL TOOLS

Unfll.utetl Preforns

[wo bifaces (Fig. 5a, b) r^rere probably intended to be point

preforrns. They are from surface collection. One is in a primary

trimming stage as evidenced by broad thinning flake scars and is

DB,1 mn long by 5O"4 mm wirle by 10.9 mm thick. The other has a

finer retouch, is at the secondary trimrning stage and may have

been discarded due to a large potlid scar on one face (Deller and

nllis; 1982ú2). It is 67.7 mn long by 30.1 mm wide by 10.0 mm

thick.

Fl-utecl Bifaces

Eight fluted biface fragments are present which may be

from either complete points or preforms. There are three tips

(¡ig. 6h, i), one mid-section (¡'ie. 6g) and four lateral

edge frag¡ments. A channel flake portion fits on one of

the tips (Fig.6i). These were found about two metres apart in

the plowzone, suggesting that the tool broke <luring manufaeture

(Detter and Ellis, 1982252).

Tluterl Preforms

Six fluted pref orms were f ounti. at the site. Two have

unfinished bases (¡'ig. 6b, e) and were probably diseardetl due to

tip fractures eaused by secondary trimming" One of these

measures 40.1 mrn long by 22.1 mm wide by 5.1 mm thick. Two

others broke during fluting (.Oig. 6d, e). A channel flake

portion fits one of these (¡lS. 6e). Another preform broke aftet

it had been fluted from the tip insteatl of the base (¡ig" 7f) "
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Figure 5 Bifaces, Thedford II Site

a-b )

c-d )

e)

f)

s-i )

Preforms ( c. n. 36 , 35 )

Concave-base bifaces (c.n. 37 , 320 )

Biface (c.n. B4/I:-3)

"Backed" biface (c.n. 43 )

Alternately beveled biface fragments
(c.n. 30, 33, 29)

Note: c.n. = catalogue number
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Figure 6z Fluted Artifacts from Thedford II

a) Fluted point

b to f, j) Fluted preforms (c, c.n. 94;
ê¡ c.n. 35L/356/37L; f , c-n.
j, c.n. 359 )

g to L, k) Fluted Bifaces (gt, c.n. 79;
í, c.n. 3I3; k, c.n. I57)

d, c.n. 358;
B0/L89 ¡

h, c.n. I91;
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For this reason it may have been made by an inexperienced knapper

(Deller and Ellis, 1982231) . It is 32.1 mm long by '16.7 mm wide

by 3.6 mm thick. The final preform is a tip r,rith part of a flute

visible (¡ie. 6i).

Fl-utecl Poi-nt

One finished fluted point from a previous surfaee collection

is about 53.5 nn long by 22 mm wirle by T mm thick (¡ig. 6a). It
is made of an unidentified white material and Ís not welf fluted.

rt has an impaeted, broken tip and a broken ear, commonly eaused

by use.

The above point and preforms are most similar to those from

the Barnes si-be in Michigan and from the Parkhill site, termed the

Barnes type (Roosa, 1965; 1977a). ttln common with this type, the

thedford II artifacts exhibit expanding l-ateral edges with maximum

width on the blade el-ement, fairly pronounced ears, no curvature

in longitudinal section, a marked biconvex transverse section
(prior to fluting) and a narrow basal width" (Detler and Ellis,
1982252).

Coneave Based Bi-faees

Two concave-based, eared bifaees hrere found" One (llg. 5c)

is a surface find and resembl-es a tool from the Debert site
(MacDonald, 1968z82-, Fig. 21a, b). It measures 44.4 mm Ìong by

19.0 mm wirle by 5.7 rnm thick. The other biface has the

characteristics of a Hi-lo Point (Fie. 5d)" It is 40.7 mm tong

lty 23.6 mn witle by B.O T thick.
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Alternaten-Y Bevel-etl Bi-faees

Three large biface fragments with unifacially retouchetl

alternately beveled lateral edges were recovered previously from

the surface of the site. One is an end fragmen't with àn

intentional break (Flg. 5h). It is 41 "6 mm long hy 3e.7 mm wide

by 9.5 mn thick. The end has been unifacially retouched into an

end scraper. Another fragment is a mid-section 55 mm wjde and B

run thick (¡ig. 5i). It has deliberately made breaks ab both ends

perhaps made to recycle the tool. These have been retouched with

one edge resemblinél an end scraper and the other a beaked scraper

(Deller and Ellis, 1982256). The remaining fragment is a tip end

with a reeent plow break and, is +1 .6 mm long by 33"0 rnm wide by

8.65 mm thick (rie. 6g).

rrBaekeclrr Biface

One biface, recovered from the surface, has a thin bifacially

worked lateral edge (¡ie. 5f) " The opposite edge has a wicle, flat
rrbackil used as a striklng platform. Another edge is slightly
beveled wih retouch suggesting it was used as a scraper" The tool

iu 71.5 mm long hy 31.5 nm wide by 7 mm thick.

Other Bifaces

Three other bifaces were found at the site. These incl-ude a

small fragmen-b, a complete too l- with well-executed retouch

measuring 75.4 mm long by 32"3 mm wide by 8.6 mm thick (¡'ig le)

and a pièce esquillée measuríng 1 4 mm long by 5 mm thick. The
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1.atter two artifaets were probably used as tools. The first item

is too fragmen'bary to determine its manufacture step.

TINTFACTAI, TOOIS

Encl ScraPers

Offset Bi-t Entl Scrapers

Five end scrapers r/irere made on expanding flakes and have a

thin retouched distat end (¡ig. 7d, e; Be). This retouch appears

to have reduced the tool length very little. All r¡iere probably

hafted and. two possess retouch along one lateral edge which

stresses the expanding nature of the flake (letter and Ellis,
1982:40). The tools r:ange from 4O,5 to 64 mm long l¡y 29 to 44 mm

wide by 7.5 to 12.5 tnn thick.

Tríangullar Entl Serapers

Three end scrapers also macle on expanding flakes har¡e a thick

bevel.ed end with a well-executetl continuo'us retouch (¡'ig. 7b, c).

One of these was collected from the surface (¡'ig. 7c) and another

is incomplete. They \^rere probably hafted. They averåge 54 nm

long by 5O.4 nn wide by 7 mn thíck. The retouch and thick ends

suggest that they ùrere extensively refurbished.

Flutetl EncI Scrapers

Two end scrapers \¡rere recovered which have steeply retouched

distal ends (pig. '7m, n). The dorsal surfaees have a depression

and a ridge making then appear almost fluted. These tools are

afmost the same size as the triangular end scrapers being on the
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Figure 'lz End Scrapers' Thedford II Site

(a,
d,
9,
j,
m,

c-n
c.n
c.n
c.n
c.n

20¡ b, c.n.9O¡ c, c.n. 25¡
65; e, c.n- 23¡ f, c.n. 22¡
2L7¡ h, c.n. L40¡ í, c.n. 330;
256¡ k, c.n- 26¡ L, c.n. 24L¡
207/245; n, c.n. 2321
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Figure B: Scrapers, Thedford II Site

a-b) Combination end and side scrapers
( c.n - L26, 19 )

End scraper (c.n - 324')

Combination and and side scraper
(c.n. I75, L95/L341

"Beaked' scrapers (c.n- 326, 45, 44,
240, 2791

c)

d-e )

r-j I
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average 1 mm shorter, 2 mm less in width and.Tmm thícker. They

were probably hafted and resharpened.

Ílrrt antL Convex Si-tle Scrapers

These two tools appear to be longer versions of the fluted

end scrapers (¡'ig. 7f , gc). They have a veïy convex, steep, well-

retouched bit end as well as a tlepression and ridge on the dorsal

surface. One tool may have been hafted. Their average dimensions

are 56.2 mm long by 54.6 mn wide by '10.2 mm thick.

Other Entl Scrapers

Four other end serapers were recovered. One tool is steepl.y

retouched on its distal end and was probably resharpendetl on the

inverse distal end face (Fig. 71). It is J1 "4 mm ]-ong by 23.2 mm

wid.e by 8.6 rnm thick. A second tool- has contracting lateral edges

and a thin distal end. A third tool is a biface thinning flake

with a small- amount of distal retouch and is 45 mm long bV 32.5 mm

wide and 5.5 mm thlck. A final end scraper is very large,

measuring 65 mm by 5e.5 mm by 17 mm (Fie. 7a)" fhis tool and the

previous one were found. on the surface.

Bit Enrt Fragments

Seven bit end fragments were recovered., two of whjch have

recent breaks. The other five may have broken through use" 0n1y

one possible end scraper proximal entl I¡Ias found at the site

suggesting that they may have been resharpened or reworked.
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Ínrt antl Sicle Scrapers

îhere are four end and side scrapers from the site. Two have

straight retouched lateral edges and a biit end at the proximal

flake end (¡'iS. 8d, e). They r¡rere probabl-y unhafted and average

J6.6 nn long by 22 mm wide by 7 mm thick. The remaining tools in

this category each have a concave lateral edge (Fig. Ba, b). One

is a double end seraper and the other a singl end seraper. These

are large tools averaging about 62.3 tnn long by 77.7 rnm wide by 9

rnn thick. These tool-s were probably not resharpened.

STDE SCRAPERS

Backed anrl Snappetl Scrapers

There are six tool-s in this category (¡'iS. 9a-e). They are

wedge-shaped in transr¡erse cross-section, with unifacial retouch

aJ-ong the thin edge of the wedge. One or both end-s have been

snapped with ::etouch usually at the corner. Two of these tool-s

are made from the same fl-ake which had. been snapped in half. One

piece was retouched on the dorsal surface and the other on the

ventral surface" These tool-s range from 31 "5 to t6 mm long by

21 "5 to 2-7.5 mm wide by B to 12 mm thick (lelter ancl Ellis,

193zz46) 
"

Single Convex Sirle Scrapers

Three single convex sid-e scl:apers l^¡ere found at the site

(¡'ig. 1Ob, c ) . All were exposed to heat anrL are thus

fragmentary. They range from 38 tro 60 mm J-ong by 28 to 49 nm

wjde by 4.5 to 10 mm thick. There is no evidence of resharpening"
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Figure 9: Scrapers, Thedford IT Site

a-c) Backed
(c-n-

d) Single
(c -n-

and snapped side scrapers
46, 236, 306 )

concave side scraper
LTOf t76)

e)

f)

s-i )

End scraper (c.n. 158)

Concave/convex side scraper (c.n.

Double convex side scrapers (c.n.
76/96¡ 2541

Sing1e straight side scraper (c.n.

"Bulbous" concave side scrapers
( c.n - 242,3291

Canted scraper (c.n. 31)

Transverse scraper ( c. n . L77 ')

196 )

27s,

j)

k-l )

367 
'

m)

n)
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Doubl-e Convex Sícle Scrapers

Three scrapers have two convex -l_ateral edges (,f iS. 9g, j_)"

Two possess bend breaks at the distal end, one resulting from plow

damage. The other tool is complete and is 48 mm long by 24.3 mn

wide by 7.4 nw thick.

Concave SÌ-de Scrapers

Three single concave side scrapers l¡rere recovered (¡,ig. 9 k,

1). They average 79 ynn long by 5Z mm r¡iide by 8.6 mm thick.

Other Serapers

Eight scrapers were found which do not fit into any of the

above categories. They are briefly described bel-ow:

1 ) A double side scraper with retouch on alternate faces

which is 52.8 mm long by 19.9 mn wirle by 6"3 nn thick (Fig. 9h) "

?-) A double coneave-convex sid.e scraper, measu::ing 52.1 mm

long by 24"7 mm wide by 4..6 mm thick.

7) A convex transverse scrapel:, 37"2 mn long by 45.8 mm

wide hy 13.9 rnm thick (¡'ig. 9n) .

4) A canted scraper found on the surface, 36.4 mm long by

44.7 rnn wide by 10.1 mm thick (¡'ig. 9m).

5) A side scrape:r/snapped tool with two concar,re erlges on

the same lateral edge. The snapped opposite edge has been used.

It is 56.6 mm long by 20.0 ¡nm r,¡ide by B.O mm thick.
6) A toolt. with continuous retouch along the dista-l- and one

lateral edge (¡ig. 1 0a) . A spur is located at the proximal encl
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Figure l0 Scrapers and Flake Knives, Thedford II Site

a) Side scraper with giraver ( c. n . 286 )

Single convex side scrapers
(c.n . 68/I07 /L72/222/297 /333 ¡
Lee/75/424)

Scraper on blocky fragment (c.n. 27/28)

Backed and snapped scraper (c.n. 34)

Thin flake knives (c.n. 322, 239,
LB7 /396, 57 /r33)

b-c )

d)

e)

f-i )
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juncture. It is 59"7 mm long by 36.5 mrn wide by'10.8 mm thjek.

7) A very 1arge, thick tool on a tabular piece of chert

(Fig. 10d). One edge and pa::t of another are steeply bevel-ed.

This tool neasures 61 mm long by 57 mm wide by 15 mm thick"

Beaketl Scrapers

Five tools were found which have thick, narror^r, steeply

retouched rounded or squared-off projections, formed around a

pronounced ridge for strength (¡ig. Bf-j)" These are similar to

the stone awl-s at 'the Debert site (MacDonald o 1968:98) . They

range from 57 to 56 mm long by 21 to 35 mm wide by 5 to 9 mn

thick (Detler and El1is, 1982:39)"

Gravers

Seventeen élravers were recovered, possessing 1 to 9 spurs

which are chipped into shape (Fig. 1 1 ). The tools are thin in

the spur area (Z to 3.5 mm) and the spurs are sonetimes placed

around ridges or at abrupt edges for strength. The gravers range

in size from 16.1 to 4e.6 mm long by 16 to 50 mm wicle by 2.5 to
8.4 mm thick.

Flake Knives

Five thin flakes with a short, fine retouch along one

lateral- edge were found (¡'ig. 1Of-i). They ï'anéle from 14 to 46.5

mm long by 14 to 27.5 mm wide by 3 to 6 mm thick (Deller and

þllis , 1gt¡2z49) "
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Figure II: Gravers, Thedford II Site
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0ther Unifaciall Tool-s

Other tools include a dentieulate, two used flakes and a
rrperforatorrf . The latter tool has à short, narroi¡r, thick
projection on the distal end. A lateral edge is continuousJ_y

retouched. It is 34.0 nn long by 24.1 mm wide by 9.0 mm thick.
There are also 27 other unifacj-al tool- fragments.

DEBITAGE

Paleo-ïndian lithic debris totafs 682 pieces, of which only

12 were recovered through surfaee col-lection. All but a few are

made of Collingwood chert. The debris types are similar to those

from the Parkhill site (Et1is, 1979235-68). A detailed attribute
analysis of the îhedford, rr debris ap,pears in Deller and Ellis
(lgaz-:Appendix B). Table 1 lísts the debris by type and according

to manufacturing sequence and prod'uct groups of collins (j975).

Bi-face Thínning Fl-akes

Biface thinniné¡ flakes number 31 and are large, broad,

expanding flakes with an average i¡reight of "74 grams. Most are

probably the result of thinning point preforms and not refining
outline shape (Deller and E1li.s, 1982:B-9). Two thinning flakes

appear to have been removed after the tool edge was retouched to

finish its outl.ine shape. These fl-akes e-re the result of
secondary trimming" The others e-.re associated with primary

trimming.
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Channel Flakes

Twenty-four channel flakes \^rere recovered, none are compl-ete.

They were producecl during the fluting of points and are long,

thin, flat and usually parallel--sided, indicating a later removal

in the manufacturing sequence. They l:ange from B to 35 mm l-ong

and .09 to .91 gms in weight (Delter and Ellis, 19B2zB-13).

Bifaciall Retoueh Fllakes

Bifacial retoueh fl-akes number 178 of which 77 are complete"

These flakes are narrower, thinner and lighter than the other

biface f.l-ake debris ranging from 4 mm to 2O.5 mm 1on64 by 2 mm to

14 mm witle with an average weight of "1+ gms. These ffakes are

similar in shape to the retouch scars on points and preforms

indicating that they are a result of the finishing stages of point

manufacture (Deller and El1is, 1982:B-15). They thus are the

result of secondary trimrning.

Seraper Retouch Fl-akes

Scraper retouch flakes number 1 1 1 and have been described in

other analyses (Frison , 1968; Schafer, 197O; trrlitthoft, 1952) .

These are sma1l, thick, generally eurved fl-akes removed from the

working edge of the too] in order to resharpen it" They rànge

from 4 mm to 16.5 mm in l-ength by 7 mm to 15 mm in width and have

an average weight of .15 gms (letter and Ellis, lg31zTable B:2).

Flat Ftrakes

îhese flakes are the most common at the site with 286 founcl.
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fhey are the distal and medial fragments of the other types

except channel- flakes which are identifiable even if fragmented.

As a result they cannot be assigned to a product group.

Other Debris

There are 20 angular fragments whieh were probably exposed

to heat and 1 4 similar fragments not exposed to heat. Eleven

pop-out flakes r¡rere found which leavettpotlidttscars on the

artifact surface when removed due to heat, Tt is unknown if this
debris results from Paleo-Indian activity. Non-heat fragments

may oeeur due to plow breakage while heat fracturing may be the

product of activities by later groups. There are seven

additional fl-akes which do not fit into any of the other types.

Five of these could be from flakes previously described or from

atlded sources.

Debris Summary

The flaking debris indicates that the entire tool production

sequence did not occur at the site. Individual items of debris

are small with only 1 1 pieces weighing more than 1 gram each and

the average weight per item is .21 gns. There are also no eores

or large unmodified ffakes suitable for use as tool blanks. The

debris is easily assignable to the reduction of general tool
categories such as scraper and biface. îhis occurs because the

tools are nearing their completed shape in the final manufaeturing

stages and the knapper is more careful in flake removal making the

debris faírly diagnostic. This ena'bles most of the debris to be
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placed confidently within Collins' (1975) product groups IV and

VT which ineludes channel flakes, biface thinning flakes and

bifacial retouch ffakes, while a few flakes form product group

1Iï. The debris to tool- ratio is a l-ow 8.1 'bo 1 excluding tool

fragments, Bayport chert tools and surface coll-ected tools (Delter

and Ellis, 1982:B-20). Tool weight exceeds debris weight by a

high 5.4 to 1. These ratios considered with the numbers and

types of debris indicate that tool maintenance and the finishing

stages of tool manufacture occurred at the site.

CULTURAÏ, FEATIIRES

Three Paleo-Indian features were identified at the site
(¡lg. 12). Feature 5 inað, a l-ong, J-inear, oblong shape in p1-an and

a shaÌÌow basin in profile. It i¡ras about 250 cn Iong, 64 em wi<ie

and extended 20 cm into the subsoit (¡ig. 13). The feature was

disturbed by root and rodent activity, but contained only

Collingwoocl }ithic material in the undisturbed areas. This

naterial incluri.es one graver, one too-l- fragment , 7 bifacial
retouch flakes and 6 f:-at flakes. large quantitjes of tool-s and

debitage 'h¡ere found in the squares surrounding this feature and

in the plowzone above it.
The only other feature with à discernible outl-ine was

Feature B, located about B m to the north of Feature 5 (¡ig. 14) "

It had a slightly irreguJ-ar outline and \¡ras about 1BO cm long,

134 cm at its maxinum width and hatl a maximum depth of 42 cm

(¡iS. 15) " This feature was disturbed by root stains, a few smal-l

extant roots and, a rodent burrow, mostl.y in its southeastern
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part. The northwestern part of the feature .r^ras wel-ì- rlefined and

reratively undisturbed, containing most of the Paleo-Tndian

arbifacts. The artifacts include two multip.l.e gravers, one side

scraper with a graver, four heat-fractured tool fragments, 17

scraper retoueh flakes, 10 flat flakes, three biface thinning

flakes and two other f lakes. The flaking debris .¡ras densely

concentrated within the feature as opposed to the l-esser, more

scattered amounts in the surrounding squares. Charcoal ffecks

were presen't frorn an ashy layer in the central part of the

feature. charcoal samples for c-14 datíng were taken from the

northwestern part of the feature and flotation sampl-es were

gathered as we1l.

Feature 1 0 was located east of the above two features and

Ì,ras irlentif ied by a concentrabi on of Paleo-Indian tools and

debris. These iteros were found to a. depth of 29 cm in the

subsoil, but no distinguishabl-e outline to the feature could be

seen. The artifacts include a beaked scraper, a concave sid,e

scraper, a baeked and snapped seraper, a fl-ake knife, three flat
flakes, 6 bifacial retouch flakes, 1 scraper retouch frake and

two other flakes. A similar tool concentration r¡ras eneountered

in A-west about 26 m southwest of Feature 1 0. rt contained a

beaked scr:aper, a concave side scraper, a flake knife and an end

seraper. This similarity of tool types may suggest that a

feature si.milar to Feature 1 0 was present which has subsequently

been disturbed by roots. The featu¡:es wi-l-1 be further discussed

in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 5

TOOT }'UNCTTON

Activity àrea- interpretation at Thedfortl II depends greatly

on artifact function. Tool function is difficult to determine for
nany lithic assemblages. The function of artifact categories at
'the site wjll be generally discussed, foll_owing the approach used

by rrlilmsen (tgzo) and partly by Keeley (rqeo)" hritmsen used

Paleo-Indian sites located in the United States in his study while

Keeley looked at Lower Paleolithic sítes in Britaj n. ,hiilnsen

determined tool function primaril-y by measuring working erlge

angles and concluding that certain ranges of angles would have

been suitable for performing specific tasks. Kee1ey also measured

edge angles, but in addition studied etrge shape, edge damage, and

polish and striation on the use areas. A working edge angle and

ed6¡e shape analysis is conducted in this thesis. since the

majority of the tool-s within the areas at Thedford II are scrapers,

they are the focus of study.

Itüilmsen discovered that the edge angles in his sampl-e

clustered around three ranges, 26o to 35" , 46" to 55 " and 660 to

75" . fhe first appeared on the lateral- edges of tools whieh

suggests a cutting functj-on of soft materials such as meat and

skin (tr¡ilmsen, 197oz7o). The second range was the nost numerous,

being l-ocated on lateral and distal edges. Many functions ar:e

suggested involving uses on hard and sofL materiars, ì-neluding

skinning and hide-scraping, sinew and pl ant filcer shredtling, and

heavy wootl , bone and. f or horn cutt ing. The f inal category
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appeared most frequently on distally retouched tools and suggests

use on hard." materials such as heavy wood and bone working and

heaxy plant shredtling. Edge angl.es from 56o to 65o are thought by

trrlilmsen to indicate that the tools served. the same funetions as

the steeper-edged tools. The more acute angJ-es on end scrapers

in this range, i.e., 56" may be associated with hide preparation

(trrtilmsen, 197O).

Keeley carried Wilmsenfs work a step further and used tool

eclge shape to airi. in determining tool f unct j on by

experimentation. He classified edges as straight, eonvex or

concave. Keeley found five ranges of eclge angles; l-ess tinan 15?

15" - 49o , 50o 64" , 65o - 79" and 80" - 95" (Keeley,

1980:1 10) . Like !,Iilmsen, he believes the snal-ler angled tools

were used for meat and hide cutting as wel-l as butchery and some

hide scraping" These tools alrnost a1l possess eonvex edges.

Some of them may also have been usecl on hartLer substances such as

wood whittling and, wood sawing if they have coneave or

denticulate eclges. The 50o to 64o and 65" to 79"ranges appear on

tools used f.or a variety of purposes such as woorf whittling, wood

chopping, wood scraping anrl hide scraping" Tool-s with the

steepest edges \Árere possibly employed primaril-y for wood scraping

as r¡¡ell as wood planing and wood chopping. There is no

slgnificanb preference bo edge shape other than that already noted

for meat and hide cutting tools, except that wood scrapers do not

have convex edges and hide scrapers lack concave erlges. It is

interesting to note the absence of any tools which Keel-ey feels

may have been utilized to work bone or antl-er.
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The only other tool type found in all of the clusters is the

gra;rer or borer. Their funetion, âs discussed earlÍer, is

difficult to dertermine. Most archaeologists agree that these

tools \^rere likely used for incising bone and possibty wood (ef .

De11er, 1980; Macl)ona1d, 1968; Storck, 1979; lirlilmsen, 1970)"

Piercing or perforating wood and bone is another sugp¡ested

function (Goodyear, 1974; Price , 1975) "

The working edge angl es, working edge shapes and the most

likely material many of the tools 1¡rere used on is presented in

Appendix A. The l-atter data is summarizeð. in lable 1. Fig. 16

is a histogra-rn of working edge angl-es for unifacia-l- tools and Fig.
LT 1s a histogram of worklng edge angles for the cl_usters.

BIFACES

The concave -based biface which is similar to à

tooÌ from the Debert site may have been used as a kni.fle, possibly

on soft material. The three alternately beveled bifaces were

probably used as end scrapers on hard or soft materials. The

backed biface has a working edge angl e of l-ess than 45" n.aking it
suitable for scraping soft material. The pièce esquillie was

more than 1j-kely usetl as a weclge for splitting wood. This

function is described by MacDonatd (tgAe) and Gramly (1982).

END SCRAPERS

The five offset bit end scrapers have working edge angJ_es

ranging from 50o to 70o with an average of 58" The steeper

edges were probably used to r¡rork hard items and the edges in the

50o range for softer items such as hides.
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Table 3 Tlpe of Material ú'Iorked According
to Tool Category at Thedford II

MATERIAL WORKED

TOOL TYPE SOFT
(<46')

HARD
(>55')

SOFT AND HARD
(460-550)

End Scraper

Side Scraper

End and Side Scraper

Beaked Scraper

Other Scrapers

Other Unifacial
Toofs

2

7

I

I

3

l1 4

9

4

6

L2

4

7

6 3

TOTAL 20 43 I7
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Figure 16 Histogram of working edge angles for unifacial tools
at Thedford ll
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Two triangular end scrapers have distal edge angles of 75"

while the other has an edge angJ-e of 60o . This indieates that

they rrere used on hard materials. fhe fluted end scrapers have

edge angJ-es of 55" ancl 600 which means that they could have

functioned on harcl materials. The two end and eonvex side

scrapers have a snall steeply retouchetl (7oo 75" ) portion on

their distal ends with less steep edges (05" 60o ) on either:

side. These areas r¡Iere probably usecl to work hard materials. Of

the four frother' end scrapers, three have working edge angfes from

65" to TOoindicating tasks assoeiated with hard materials. The

remaining scraper in the category has an edge angle of only Jlo

and was undoubtedly utilized on soft rnateríals, perhaps in hide

working.

Many of the end scrapers from Thedford rr appear to have been

suitable for working hard materials such as v¡ood and bone (tante

3). A few eould have been used on hard or soft substanees, whire

there is only one edge with an angt e less than 45 
o which would

indica'be a use on soft material-s. It has been suggested that enrl

scrapers from other fluted point sites in the northeast were used

for wood and bone working (cf. Del-ler, 1980b; Eisenberg, j97B;

Kraft, 1977). Other archaeologists (e.e. MacDonald, 1968) believe

that end serapers were used almost exclusively to work hitle ancl

skin. MacDonal-d (tgeg:111 ) states that a microscopie use wear

analysis was conducted on the lithic toots from Debert, but does

not provide consistent or clear evidence of its results" rt is
felt that he may have dismissed too readiJ-y functions associatecl

with the working of hard substanees.
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TND AND SÏDE SCRAPERS

îhe two smaller end and side scrapers Ìrar¡e straight l-ateral-

edges and convex bit ends. One has lateral edge angles of 50o

placi.ng i-b in llil-msenrs (lglO) multi-purpose categoi:y and a bib

end edge angl-e of 65o ind.icati.ng a use on harrl materials. îhe

other scraper has one lateral edge angle of 5Oo and one of 8Oo

This steep edge would have been useful- for working hard

substances and the shallower edge once again on hard. or soft
materials. The end has an edge angl-e of 65" , also suitable for

hard materials. 0f the remaining two end and, side scrapers one

has a concave l-ateral edge o:fl 60o suggesting a function of wood

working and edge angles from 65" to BOo on convex ends indicating

they were usetl to work hard substanees. The other seraper has a

concave lateral edge of 67 "5o which was also probably used to

work wood. The opposite lateral edge angJ-e measures 65o in one

area and 15" closer to the bit end. This variation indicates

functions coneerning hard materials and soft materials, possibty

hides. îhe distal end edge angl e t:anges from 65o to 70o making

it suitable for working hard materials. The end and side

scrapers almost all possessed steep ed6¡e ang.l_es indica'ting they

r/üere used to work hard materials (tatte 3). Only one working

edge ang,Le was below 45" , oceurring on a small portion of the

edge. Three edges vüere within the range for working harrl or soft

mater Lals.
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SIDE SCRAPERS

Two of the backed and snapped side scrapers each have à

concave lateral ed.ge with an angle of 75o indicating thaL they

were probably used to work wood. Two other scra"pers in this
category have working edge angJ_es of 50o to 55" placing them in
trúilmsents (lglo) multí-purpose category, while another scraper

has an edge angle of only Zjo making it suitable for working soft
materials. The convex side scrapers have convex working edge

shapes. The largest of these scrapers has a hrorking edge angle

of 45" which suggests a use on soft materials. Another scraper

in this category has an edge angle of 55 " making it suitable for
working hard or soft materials and the thi11L scraper possesses an

edge angle rangi-ng f rom 3j" to 5Oo with àn average of 42.5"
suggesting that it was used on soft substances and perhaps hard

substanees.

The three doubl-e convex side serapers have similar working

edge angles ranging from 50o to 55" for the most part placing them

in the mul-ti-purpose range. Two edges have angles of 4Oo and 45o

indicating a use on soft materials. The single concave side
scrapers or spokeshaves T¡¡ere probably used to v¡ork woodr e.g.

shaft thinning, and have edge angles of 45" , 5j" and 60o The

alternately retouched side scraper has an average working edge

angle of 52.50 indieat,ing a use on harcl or soft materials. An

edge angl-e of 45" oceurs along the concave edge and an angle of 30"

is on the convex edge of the doubte concal¡e-convex seraper. The

former angle suggests a function of a spokeshave and the latter
angle hide or meat working. The transverse scraper has convex
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working edges measu::ing

substances.

The canted scraper

indicating a use on hard

60 o making it usefut to worlc hard

has a lateral working edge angle of 65"

materials and a distal retouched edge

with an angle of 45" which may have been utilized,. The side

scraper/snapped tool has two areas along the same l-ateral coneave

edge which suggests that it was used to work wood. The spurred

side and end scraper has convex working edges with angles of 40o .

This class of scraper is common at other fluterl point sites such

as Debert, Vail, Fisher ancl Bul1 Brook. Edge angle sizes suggest

a function on soft material-s, while the spur uras possibly used on

wood or bone. The 1arge, steeply-beveled tool possessed etlge

angles of 65o and 70o making it suitabl-e for working hard

materials. The completely retouched tool has working edge angles

of 60o to TOoand B5o indicating a use on hard substanees. The

presence of graver spurs helps to confirm this use.

The side scrapers and the 'rmíscellaneousrf serapers were used

for a variety of purposes based on their working edge angJ-es and

edge shapes. Thirteen edges were probably used on harrl

materials, 10 ed.ges on soft materials and another 9 edges for

hard or soft substances (falte 3). r,llilmsen (l gZO:ZO) suggests

that for tools in the multi-functional rîange, those with retouch

on both lateral etl.ges rrere probably used for sinew and plant

fiber shredding. This rnay apply at Thedford II to the double

eonvex side scrapers antL the alternately retouched, side scraper:

which have edge angles from 50 
o to 55o.
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BEAKED SCRAPERS

The beaked serapers may have functioned to cut 5¡rooves in

wood and bone (storck, I9T9; Deller, 1980 b ). This use is

inferred for the Thedford II specimens because most have

projection edge angles of 55" to B5o . One of these tools

however has an angle of only So"Lndicating that it rnay have been

used to perforate hides as MacDonald (tg0g:ga) has stated.

GRAVERS

Seventeen gravers T¡rere found at the site. This bool

is the most diagnostic of Paleo-ïndian artifact types. The

function of this tool type is believed to have been for incising

grooves or slots in bone or wood (cf. MacDonald, 1968; Eisen-

berg, IgTB; Storck, L979; Deller, 1980 b; Gramly, 1982).

OTIIER UNNFACTAL TOO}S

The flake knives are similar to those from the Debert site
(MacDonald, 19682102). Their function is suggested by l4acDonald

to have been in aiding animal butchering and to cut hide. These

uses are supported by the flake knir¡es at Thedford II which have

working edge angles from JO" to 4Oo . The denticulate, as its

name suggests was probably userl to cut wood. ït has an edge angle

o.f 5Oo. The retouehed flakes each have a lateral edge angl-e of

JOo making them useful probably for cutting sof't materials. One

of these flakes al-so exhibits a concave retouched area on part of

a lateral edge with an angle of 45o indicatíng a -flunction of woorl

working, The perforator may have been used to pierce hide as



(MacDonald,

however, so

1968:114) indicates. It
it was also perhaps used

B4

has working edge angles of 60"

on hard materials.

ïn summary, many of the tools were probably used on hard

mater ials, espeeially the enrl sc rapers and the end and side

scrapers (talte 5) . ÌJowever, many of these serapers were

resharpened and previous to this rnay have been used for hirle

working as their angles would have been more acute, perhaps in the

5Oo to 55o range. The side scrapers exhibit greaber edge ang1.e

variation, indicating that some soft materials were worked" Some

of these steeper edged. tool-s r¡rere also per:haps resharpened

increasing the number of edges whieh possibly had been used on

soft materials. 0f the remaining unifacj.al tools, the beaked

scrapers, gravers and the denticulate \irere probably used to work

hard materials. The flake knives, retouched flakes and the

perforatorhrere likely used for cutting meat anrl hides.
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CHAPTER

RESTILTS OF THE ARTTFACT

6

SPATTAI ANALYSÏS

Generally speaking, most of the tools were found within a

few metres of the features, especially Features J anð, B, al-though

18 tools and fragments were found in A-west, the smal-lest of the

three areas. Visual inspection of the Thedford Tï main excavation

indicates three artifact distribution areas, A-centre,

A-northeast and A-west (¡ig. 1B). A-centre includes Features 5

and 8, while Feature 'l 0 is contained within A-northeast. About

7O/, of the gravers were found in the southern part of A-centre,

with two others in Feature B and only three in A-northeast.

However, 75% of the bifaces and preforms ap"pear in A-northeast,

ineluding a cluster of five in the extreme northern portion. The

scrapers appear to be scattered throughout the site.
Most of the lithic debris is located in A-west and in and

around the features (¡'ig,. 1 9 ) . This especially includes the

scraper retouch flakes and the bifacial retouch flakes (¡ig. 20,

21) " The channel flakes \¡rere found mostly in A-west and in the

region north of Feature 5 (¡lg. 22). It is difficul'b to determine

the exact nature of artifact distríbutions or assoeiations based

on the visual inspection of the site excavation pl-an.

The nearest neighbour analysis provides an objective vray of

evaluating the appearance of the artifact distributions.

Statisties l¡rere calculated for the nearest nei-ghbour distances

inclurling the use of chi-square statistics to best the randomness

of the distributions (falfe 4). The complete excavation area i¡ras
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Figure 18: 1981 excavations at Thedford II showing
artilacts and features.

The spatial analysis lncluded only A-centre
and A-northeast. I¡/ithin these areas,
artifacts closer to the edge of the excavation
than to their nearest neighbour were excluded.
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Table 4 Nearest Neighbour Analysis of the Thedford TI Site
(Distances are in metres)

TYPE N

L2

10

26

LOCATTON

Main excavation

Main excavation

Main excavation

STZE
(m') ro

I .10

1 .80

1.16

re

2.56

2.83

1 .70

R

o .43

o.64

0.68

cHr-SQUARE

6.10

9 .15

27.L2

COMMENT

Clustered

Clustered
Clustered

Gravers

End scrapers

Side scrapers

Preforms and
Bifaces

End scrapers

Side scrapers

Side scrapers

288

288

288

9

I
13

9

Main excavation

Features 3 and 8

Features 3 and B

Feature 10 small
area

Feature 10 large
area.

284

72

72

I .98

I .59

1.06

3 .00

I .60
'l ))

0.66

o.99

0.87

8.57

l-9.95

18.95

Clustered
Random

Random

36 0. 8s 1 .06 0.80 12 .45 Random

Side scrapers 9

100 0.8s r.77 0.48 4.4A Clustered

Key: ro = observed nearest neighbour distance
Ee = expected nearest neighbour distance

R = nearest neighbour ratio

Comment is based on "The range of random matching"
table in Pinder and V'Iitherick (I9722287)

\o
N)
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not usecl in the analysis as A-west contains too few tools. An

amount of less than fir¡e tools per category is considered too
smal1 to make statisticaf testing meaningful. The sectlon ehosen

consists of those units east of the 7B6E grid line which
incl-udes A-centre and A-northeast (Frg. 1B). Íhthin this area
further subdivisions were made in order to provide comparative
statistics with the l_arger segment.

The subdivisions were determined by studying the excavation
pJ,an and noting where most of the artifacts .hrere found. Three

sectors r^rere selected. one, i-ncJ-uding Features 5 anð, B is bounded

by the units TgoN/7gon, BOON/79OE, BOON/7948 and TgoN/7g4A. The

other two contain Feature 1o; the smal_ler is defined by the units
79BN/79an, 8O2N/7988, BO2N/BO2E and TgeN/Bo4I; vhile the targer is
bounded by those units east o_f the jgBE grirl Ìine and north of
the 796N grid f ine (¡ig. 1B). 0n1y side scrapers r¡rere used in
the calculations for these latter two areas as J-ess than five of
any other tool type oceurs, while sicle scrapers and end serapers
were used fron the Features 5 and B area. Within the large
exeavation bloek, nearest neighbour statisties were caleulated
for side scrapers, end scrapers, gravers and preforms inc-ruding

bifaces.

Ït should be noted that some of the items were eliminated
from the calculations as the;y r¡/ere croser to the edge of the
areas than to another artifact. From the largest regíon this
invol-ves six of the thirty-two side scrapers, six of the sixteen
end scrapers, five of the seventeen gravers and three of the
twe.l-ve preforms which were found.
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The R var-ues in Table 4 are not cl0se to o.o indicating the

absence of any highly clustered art.lfact types. Five types shorn¡

clustered distributions rangin6¡ from O"43 to O.68 (Table 4). The

chi-square values alre also interpreted as showing clqstered
distributions. These are arr- of the categories in the main
excavation and the side scrapers in the large Feature 1O area.
End scrapers and side scrapers in the Feature j anrj B area and
side scrapers in the smarr Feature 1 o area have R varues cr_ose to
'l .0 suggesting à randorn distríbution. This suggestion is
confirmed by the chi-square statistic. The Feature 1o areas
contain the same artifacts with the difference being the change
in the size of the area. using a larger area increases the varue
of Fe which in turn decreases the r¡alue of R, indicating a
tendency towards crustering. This tendency is also indicate,i by
the chi-square statj.stic (f airte 4)" The index of segregation was
used to measure the incrination of two artifact types to be
spatially associated. This index is compÌementary to the nearest
neighbour analysis. Types which are randomly distributed
according to the ]atter could be aggregated, segregated or mixed
with another type based on the segregation analysis. The results
of this analysis are rpresented in Table 5. The ::egion sizes
remained the same as for the nearest neighbour anarysis except
that the smarrer area used in the Feature r o part was defeted.
This was done because the number and ¡¡ariet¡¡ of arti-faets was

too sma-l-l, i.e. onry side scrapers were greater than filve i_n

numlter, to warrant any calculations.
The artifact types used in the analysis r,rrere side scrapers,



- Table 5 Index of Segregation Test of the Thedford If Site

LOCATTON ARTÏFACT PATRINGS N SP cHr-SQUARE StcNTFTCANCE
SPATIAL

RELATIONSHIP

Main excavation
Main excavation
Main excavation
Main excavation
Main excavation
Main excavation
Main excavation
Main excavation
Main excavation
Feature 3 and 8
Feature 3 and 8
Feature 3 and I
Feature 3 and 8
Feature 10 area
Feature 10 area
Feature 10 area
Feature 10 area
Feature 10 area
Feature 10 area

area
area
area
area

End scrapers/side scrapers
End scrapers/gravers
End scapers/preforms
Side scrapers,/gravers
Side scrapers/preforms
All scrapers/gravers
All scrapers/preforms
Gravers,/pref orms
Preforms/channel f lakes
End scrapers/side scrapers
End scrapers/gravers
Side scrapers/gravers
All scrapers/gravers
End scrapers/side scrapers
Side scrapers/gravers
Side scrapers,/preforms
All scrapers/gravers
All scrapers/preforms
All scrapers,/scraper
retouch flakes

42
34
29
51
46
68
59
31
19
16
15
25
29
15
I4
19
18
22

.38

.16

.31

.17
1Õ

.2r

.4r

.53

.57
-.19

.08

.16

.23

.57
-.28

.35
-.16

E-

4.87
.4r

I.'76
.47

2 .47
3.2r
7 .34
6.7r
4 .54

.68

.01

.2L

.81
2.39

.52
1.13

.85
4.03

.05>p>.025

.75>p>.50

.25>p>.10

.50>p> . 25

.25>p>.1

.10>p> . 05

. 01 >p> . 005

.01>p> .005

.05>p>.025

.05>p>. 25

.90>p> .80

.75>p>.50

.50>p>. 250

.25>p>.10

.50>p> . 25

.50>p>. 25

.50>p>.25

.05>p> .025

Segregation
Random
Random
Random
Random

Segregation
Segregation
Segregation
Segregation

Random
Random
Random
Random
Random
Random
Random
Random

Segregation

45 .29 3.2s .10>p> .05 Segregation

lilote: Value of +1 = Segregation
Valueof 0 =Random
Val-ue of -l_ = Aggregation

\o
l^
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end serapers, gravers and preforms and bifaees. The l_atter

category was not included in the Feature j and B area as only

three artifacts from it were found there. End scrapers \{ere only

paired with side serapers in the Feature 1 O area since not enough

of then were present to allow pairings with gravers or preforms.

Four end scrapers and three gravers rrere found in this area while

there were el-even side scrapers and eight preforms. Two

additional artifact type pairings were tested; channe_l_ flakes
with preforms within the large excavation block, and seriaper

retouch flakes with serapers in the Feature 1 0 area. Al.though

there were many scraper retouch flakes located throughout the

site, they r¡/ere not all used i n the cal-culat j.ons as the
provenienee tr(ras not exaet for many of them in Features J and B

where most oecured. No other elasses of debitage rrere incfuded

in the analysis as the -]-ocat i ons of individual artifacts àre

known only by sub-square or square. The distribution of the

debitage ean be seen in Figures 19 to 22,

Table 5 indicates that 1 2 of the artifaet palrs are randomly

distributeri while the other 7 are segregated. None of the pa.irs

are aggregated. Most of the values of sp are close to 0.0, with
only two of them being negative. Four of the values are greater

than .5 which indieates a tendency towards segregation. rn

examining the pairings of the same artifact types between the

three arîeas those comb inat i ons that are common to all three

generally have the same spatial relationships. sirle
scrapers/gravers antl al-1 scra"pers/gravers are randoml y mixecl,

while end scrapers/side scra'pers are segregated over the large
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excavation block and are randoml-y mixed in the other two smalle:r

areas. looking at some of the other pairings, those concerning

preforms and al1 sera'pers show a tendency to be segregated, ruhil_e

preform/end scraper and preform/side scraper combinations reveal

that they are randomly mixed. This coul-d perhaps be attributed

to the lesser numbers of end and sitle scrapers being more

scattered over the area ehosen than when scl:apers are dealt with

col-Iectively.

An ordered matrix of the index of segregation values was

constructed to aseertain if there was any association between

three or four types of tools (talte 6). the values trerecalculatecl

for the large excavation àTea only as not all possible artifact
combinations were present in the other two a.reas. Unfortunately,

associations were not present beyond artifact pairs because side

scrapers f enð, serapers and. gravers/pref orms r^rere segregated,

preventing a grouping such as side scrapers/enr1 scraper:s/gravers

from occurring. Pairs which were spatially mixed inclucled end

scrapers/gravers, end scrapers/preforms, side serapers/grarrers

and side scrapers/preforms.

The presence/absence test of spatial association is similar
to the index of se6¡regation with the exception that the former

depends upon the numbers of artifacts within celts r or in this
case 2 x 2m excavation units. The arîeas ehosen were the same as

those used in the calculation of the index of segregation (natte

7). Most pairings testerl were the same as those for the index of
segregation with the deletion of a1.l- serapers/gravers and sitle

scrapers/gravers from the Feature 1 o region due to the small
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Table 6 Ordered
(values

Matrix of the Index of Segregation Test
indicating randomness are underlined)

End Scrapers Gravers Side Scrapers preforms

End Scrapers

Gravers

Side Scrapers

Preforms

0.00000

l-6L97 0.00000

.3768s . L7 32r 0.00000

30622 .53030 28554 0.00000



Tdble 7 Presence/Absence Test of the Thedford II Site

LOCATION ARTTFACT PATRTNGS
No. of ce1ls SPATIAI

(2 X 2 m) V COEFFTCIENT CH]-SQUARE STGNIFICANCE RET,ATTONSHTP

Main excavation End scrapers/side
scrapers

End scrapers/gravers
End scrapers/preforms
Side scrapers/gravers
Side scrapers/pref orms
All scrapers/gravers
A1l scrapers,/preforms
All scrapers/scraper
reLouch flakes
Gravers/preforms
Preforms/channel f lakes
End scrapers/side
scrapers
End scrapers/gravers
Side scrapers/gravers
All scrapers,/gravers
All scrapers,/scraper
retouch flakes
End scrapers,/side
scrapers
Side scrapers,/preforms
All scrapers/preforms
All scrapers,/scraper
retouch flakes

Main
Main
Main
Main
Main
Main
Main

excavation
excavation
excavation
excavation
excavation
excavation
excavatíon

72
72
72
72
72
72
72

.o7

.02
-.10

.08
- .05

.L7
-.06

.08

.03

.15

.16

.62
I.27

.o2

.90>p>. 75

.90>p>.75

.75>p>.50

.75>p>.50

.50>p>.25

.25>p>.10

.90>p> .75

Random*
Random
Random
Random
Random*
Random*
Random

Main excavation
Main excavation
Feature3andSarea

72
72
72

.t9
-.10

.03

1 .95
.15
.07

.25>p>. I0

.75>p>.50

.90>p> .75

Random*
Random*
Random

Feature3andSarea
Feature3andBarea
Feature3andSarea
Feature3andSarea

18
18
18
18

.44
-.18

.25

.25

1 .70
.03
.28
.28

. 25>p> .10

.90>p>.75

.75>p>.50

.75>p>.50

Random
Random
Random
Random

IB .08 .03 .90>p> " 75 Random
Feature l0 area

Feature 10 area
Feature 10 area
Feature 10 area

25
25
25

-. 30

-.24
-.24

-. 83
.90
.59

.50>p>.25

.50>p> .25

.50>p>.25

Random
Random
Random*

25 .20 .35 .75>p>.50 Random*

-1 = Segregation
0 = Random

+1 = Aggregation
* = Pairs which were segregated in Table 5

\o
\o

Note
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numberl of gravers. Five pairings $rere added: serapers with
scrapeii retouch f-l-akes for both the large exeavatÍon area anfl for
the Feature 3 and B segment, and preforms with bj.facial_ retouch

flakes for al--l- three areas. These r^rere includerl since the

provenience of scraper retouch flakes and bifaej.al retouch flakes

was knohrn by 2 x 2m sql;are (rig.eo, ?1) and the presence/absenee

test required only this information, not their exaet 1ocation as

does the index of segregation.

Alt of the pairings in the 'presence/absence test show that
the types å.re randomly distributed, i-.e. independent and that they

l-ack spatial association (nalte 7). rn arl ltttt 7 cases out of 'l 9

the results agree with the index of segregation. Most of these

invol-ve al-1 scra'pers or pref orms j n combination wj th another

artifact type.rn the results of the Features 5 and B areà, both

tests show similar degrees of randomness ot: non-association. Sueh

is not the ease for the Feature 1 o area where aft
serapers/preforms are segregated in the index of segregation test
but not in the presence/absence test.

The scraperfscrâper retouch flake association in the
presence/absence test indicates a more random distribution as the

area becomes small-er. This may be due to the fact that as the

areas becone smallerthe pr:oportion of sq.uares ha.ving scraper

retouch f lakes beeomes larger. The preforms f bif aci.al retouch

flakes pairings reveal the opposite relationship a.s do the

scraper/scraper retouch flakes associations regarding the sizes of
the areas. This is perhaps due to the smallÞreform sample siz,e"

This in turn decreases the chi-square value which results in an
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increase in the degree of randomness of the artifact pairings.
The implications of the spatial ana,lysis are that the nearest

neighbour analysis indicated a tendency for tools of the same

type to be used at the same plaee. This tendency was shown by the

presence of five clustered distributions. The index of
segregation anrl the presence/absence test su,ggest that pairs of
tool types ì,rere not consistently found together. This is evídence

that di.fferent activities nay have oecurred in different areas of
1-1¡o c-i *a

The artifact groups, i.e. pairings estabrished by the ordered

matrix (fa¡fe e) are transformed into cfusters. Nearest neighbour

distances are measured for atl of the items within each pairing.

The standard deviation of these distances is calcul-ater1 and the

"eut-off f' distance is f ound aceording to l¡lhal lonrs (l gl+zZZ)

method. Artifacts closer together than this distance are joined

together on the excavation plan. This produces clusters A, B anrl

C as shown in Figure 21. 0n1y those clusters with three or nore

artifacts are drawn on the plan. The pairings used to produce

these clusters are: end scrapers/gravers, end scrapers/preforms

and bifaces, side scrapers/gravers, side scrape::s/preforms and

bifaces, and end scrapers/side scrapers.

RTFTT ANÁ.LYSTS

The ref i'b analysis produced 21 artifaet j oins with most

fragments occuring in the ploirrzone (¡'ig " 24). These artifacts
include eight side serapers, two end serapers, two gravers, two

fluterl preforms ¡ orre bifacer otre denticulate and five
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unidentifiable tools. Thirteen refits invol-ved at least one tool

from a cluster, inelucling six wj th tools from the same cluster.

One fjt was between three side scraper fragments wÍthin the

eastern mini-cluster of Cfuster A while three other refits
concerned side scraper fragments within Cluster C. Another refit
occurred between glraver fragments in the western and northern

mini-clusters which are spatially elose to one another, and the

two fragments themselves r¡¡ere separated. by only 3.2 n. The

dístances between the fragments in the other four refits varied

from 2.4 metres to 3.5 metres. Another refit concerned the large

convex side sel:aper discussed in earlier chapters. Two of the

seven fragments were from Cluster B and the remainder occu::red

outside of these areas.

0n1y six refits invofved artifacts from the subsoil. ln
these instances one of the fragments of each fit wa.s from the

subsoil and the other T¡ras from the plowzone. Four of these six

conjoined artifaets are from cluster c. Three a::e sirle serlapers

and one is an end scliaper. The f r:agments of each ref it were

separated by an average linear distance of 3.4 metres and three

h¡ere at a depth in the subsoil of O to 5 cm whil-e the other r¡ras

'10 to 15 cm deep. The other two subsojl refits involve artifacts
from A-centre. One of the artifaet fragments, a graver ,from

Cluster A, is 5 to 10 em deep an,j" the fragment from the other

refit, an uní.dentified tool locaterl to the southwest of clus-ber

B, is 23 cm below the bottom of the pl-owzone. This latter
fragment was found within a cul-tural feature (#7) of the group

which was atr the site after the Paleo-rndian occupation. lhe
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artifact may have been swept into this feature along with the

numerous flakes of chipping debris produced by this later
culture. îhe two fragments which join the artifact are separated

by approxirnately 13.3 m.

îhe other refÍts from the site invo-lve artifacts located

primarily within A-centre. 0ne j oin exists between an

unidentifiabl-e tool fragment in the extreme south of A-centre and

another approximately ?-1 "3 m to the northeast in A-northeast.

This is the furthest linear separati.on of conjoined artifacts at

the site. \îlith the exeeption of this ref it the remaining

conjoined artifacts àre from either A-centre or A-northeast.

These areas are se'parated by at least 5 m. As discussed earlier,

a fenee recently ran through the site between the cultii¡ated land

of A-centre and the brush of A-northeast. îhis fenee,

constructed in historic times, vras removed about 20 years ago.

Cultivation has eaused the movement of all but two fragmenbs

within the plowzone whose edges exhibit fresh breaks. One of these

artifacts i-s from A-eentre and the other hras found in
A-northeast. Both of them possess one piece which eame from the

subsoil' These may represent the only artifacts which were not

moved by cultivation, but became separatetl through use or iliscard.

The refit analysis indicates a relatonship between Clusters

A and B, but not with Cluster C. Plowing ap'pears to have moved

artifacts primarily in a north-south directionwhilefew artifacts

were moved east-west. This also indicates that broken artifacts
rlere not transported by the Paleo-Indians between Cluster C and

the other cl-usters. Noncultural formation processes were probably
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responsible for enlarging the clusters through slightl¡r moving

artifacts as noted at the parkhilf site (Roosa, 1gr7h).

CIUSTER DESCRIPTTON AND TìITERPRETATIOI{

Three elusters, each associated with a feature, were producerJ

through the statistical analysis (¡ie. 25). Other concentratjons

of artifacts are also referred to befow. For the purposes of this
analysis it is assumed that artifacts within cJ-nsters represent

primary refuse. Based on the debitage d _istribution, artifacts
outside of the clusters such as projectile points r¡rere probably

nanufactured within some of the clusters and perhaps outside of
them. Each cluster is described bel-ow according to jts size,
shape, loeation, artifact content and the inferred tool use and

activities which rnay have oceurretl there. The cl-usters are then

compared regarding tool, manufacture, use and maintenance.

cluster A, circul-ar in shape and eovering about 2j mt, is the

largest cruster (¡'ig. 2j). rt is loeated in the southern part of
A-centre and is composed of three mini-elusters which are

arranged around Feature 7, a hea::th. A graver ancl one tool
fragrnent were the only tools recovered from this feature. This

mini-cluster al-so contains three complete gravers antl one

fragment, a fl-uted end seraper, a side seraper and a fragment of
the denticufate. A second mini-cluster, 3"7 m. in size, is T m

east of the first. ThÍs contained a éJraver, a eonvex side

seraper, the double concave-convex side scraper and a side
scraper fi:agment. The third mini-eluster is about T m northwest

of this one, covering approximately 2.5 m' It contained
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fragments of two convex side scrapers, a ttbacked antl snapped'l

scraper fragment , a ftagment of a gra\¡er part o.f which was j n the

first mini-cl-uster and a biface fragment (ta¡re a). rn the region

between the mini-clusters a flake knife fragment and two

unidentifiabl-e tool fragments r¡rere found.

The lithic debris from the eluster numbers 'l 18, incruding 11

seraper retoueh frakes and five channel fl-ake fragments. The

densi'by of tool-s in the eluster is .83/n'anð. of debitage is
5.13|n' These densities are higher than for the entire site
which is .40/n' for tools and 1.90ln' for lithic debris. This

suggests that more ma,nufacturing occurred at cruster A. The high

number of gravers, pr:imarily Ín the western rnini-eluster and the

presence of 5 others to the south of the cluster inrlicates that

bone and/or wood incislng and splitting was an important task.

the working of soft materials, especially in the eastern
mini-cluster, such as hide scraping and meat cutting is evidenced

by four side scraper edges and the flake knife. The working of

harder substanees, such as in the northern rnini-c1uster, is noted

by the end scraper, the denticulate, a concave scraper edge, antl

possibly two of the eonvex scraper edges as well as the gravers.

The evidence of fluted point nanufacturing in Cluster A l-ies

with the five channel- ffakes found there along r¡¡ith three others

near the cfuster. The presence of biface thinning flakes and

bifacial retouch flakes in and arountl Cluster A a-l-so inclicates

that bifaces were worketl, perhaps in the early stages of point

manufaeture. Ilowever, since no fluteri points oti preforms and

only one bifaee r^rere recovered from the cluster or nearby, it js



Table I Tool Tlpes Àccording to Cluster at Thedford II(Includes conjoined tools)

sfzE STDE
SCRAPERS

END
SCRÀPERS

END AND
SIDE SCRÀPER
COMBTNATIONS

OTHER UNIFACIAL
TOOLS AND

TOOL FRAGMENTS
DENSTTTES,/M,

TOOLS DEBRTS
CLUSTER m' BIFACES GRÀVERS TOTAL

A 23 -0 I 6 7 1 2 L7 o.'1 E1

B 2.75 2 I 1 2 5 l, l- 4.0 13.8

c 9.0 2 2 6 2 2 I4 1.6 2.7

Tota I 34.15 3 10 I4 4 2 9 42 I-2 6.2

ENTIRE
SITE 336.0 26 l7 18 23 4 47 13 s 0.4 ¿.u

ts
O
of,
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assumed that they were used elsewhere. The manufacture of other

tools such as serapers and gravers is difficult to determine

because no tool- blanks hrere found. No seraper retouch flakes

hrere in Feature 7, but 11 \¡rere recovered in Cfuster A showing

that some scraper maintenance anð,f or manufaeture oceurred. No

scraper retouch flakes were to the east or southeast of the

cluster where there r¡rere a few scrapers. Perhaps the scrapers

were retouched within the cluster and then used in this other

area. These tool-s ancl others loeated wihin a few metres of the

clusters could have been trtossed" from the cl-usters after their
use hras complete.

Cl-uster B, associated with Featur€ B, is app:roximately

circular in shape, about 2.75 m' in size and is I "20 m north of

cluster A (¡ig. 23). The tools recovered from it incrurle two

multiple gravers¡ àh offset bit end seraper¡ àh end and side

scraper, the end and si<i.e scraper with graver, two more fragments

of the large eonvex scraper and five heat fractu:red tool
fragments (Tab1e B). The distal working edge angles range from

40'to 60' and the lateral angles from 3O'to BOo. The l-ithic
debris total-led 58 pieces including 1 7 seraper retouch flakes and

three biface thinning flakes. Due to the small size of this
cluster compared to Cluster A the density of toots is 4. OOfm' and

13.82-ln" for debitage. Two of the scrapers nay have been usetl to

work both hard and soft materiars ancl the other two to work only

soft substances. The gravers are indicatir¡e of wood and bone

working. The absence of channel flakes implies that no poÍ-nts

were fluted in the eluster, but the presence of a few biface
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thinnÍng flakes and bifaciar retouch flakes suggests that some
biface manufaeturing oecurred. scraper manufaeture and/or
maintenance is evidencetl by ttre high number of scraper retouch
flakes.

The f inal eruster c, located in the centrar pa::t of
A-northeast, approximately 9 m east of Cluster B, is about 9 m, in
size and contains fourteen artifacts (Fis. zÐ. These incrude two
concave side scraperis probably used as spokeshaves, a backed anrl
snapped seraper, two halves of the arternately retouched side
scraper' and a fl-uted end scraper fragment. Alt of these tool-s
could have been userl on hard or soft materials (ta¡re g). The

working edge angles are the most consistent in this cruster
ranging from 50o 60' on nine edges. Tools which were probably
used on bone or wood, besides the spokeshaves, are two gravers, a
side seraper/bend break too1, a beakerl scraper and the
per:forator. The offset bit end seraper and fl-ake knife would have
been useful for hide scraping antr meat eutting respectively. A

fluterl preform tip and a fruted biface mid-section were arso
recovered' Twenty-four pieces of l-ithic debris oecur in the
cluster íncluding six seraper retouch frakes, with the remainder
bei-ng bifaciar retouch flakes and other waste flakes. The density
of tools is 1.56/n2 whire debris is a row 2.67/n, . The absence of
channel flakes and biface thinning flakes in the cluster suggests
that little point manufacturing oecurred. The presence of bifacj.al
retouch flakes may indicate some other biface manufaeture. There
is no evidence that the unifacial tools hrere manufactured within
the cluster , but the scra'per retouch f r-akes ind icate that some
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ï\àintenanee oecurred .

Two artifact groups, not statjsti.caJ_ly d.efined as clusters,

also warrant cliscussion. 0ne grollp is located in A-west.

Although not entirel-y excavated, this region contained the densest

concentration of debitage and tools on the site (¡ig. 1F,-22). The

tools include three fluted biface fragments, one bifaee fragment,

one flake knife used for hide and meat cuttirg, one beaked

scraper, a doubl-e convex side scraper used for working soft and

possibly hard materials, a coneave side scraper, an end and

convex sitle scraper which woul-d have been suitable for working

hard and perhaps soft items and eight tool- fragments. The waste

flakes numher 2-76 includ.ing 15 serap-Õr retouch flakes , 13 ehannel

flakes and eight biface thinning flakes. The rlensity of tools is
.71 f n' which is comparable to that o-8 Cluster A and the debitage

density is 11.5Of m' , second only to Cfuster B, but the area is

rnuch larger (Z+ m' ) versus 2.75 m'f or C.l uster B. The high

debitage density indicates that this area r:¡ras the major lithic
manufacturing region of the site. The manufaeture of ffuted
points and bifaees is evideneetl by the channel flakes, biface

thinning flakes anrl bifacial- retouch flakes. The hieh num'trer of

scraper retouch flakes shows that a eonsiderable amount of scraper

re juvenation oeeurred .

The other artifact group, l-ocated north of Cluster e, is
formed of a concave based biface, four fluted biface fragments

including two tips, a biface thinning flake and a channef f1ake,

which fits one of the biface fragments. The fit suggests that one

biface was fluted there. Other bifaee fragments from this area

and around Cluster C may represent points broken during
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manufacture. The number of bifacia.l- retouch flakes within these

areas, second- only to cl-uster A suggests that more points antl

bifaces ma.y har¡e been retouched than in other sjte ar:eas.

The statistical analysis alds in the discussion of inferred
activities sueh as tool manufaeture and maintenanee. A_l_1 tool
types for the main exeavation have a tendency to l:e elustered,
although they approach a random distribution. Gravers are the

most clustered artlfacts beeause many of them are located in ancl

around cl-uster A. The end scrapers and side scîapers are

cl-ustered somewhat in the feature areas but are molie dispersed

than the gravers. The segregated and ra,ndom spatial
relationships between pairs of tools in the main excai¡ation
suggests that different tool- types T¡rere not used together in
aetivities. This eould be beca'use many of the scrapers were

p::obably used as multi-purpose tools inrlicating that one seraper

could har¡e been used in place of two or more others. This

invol-ves eleven scrapers for certain and possibly seven others

where one edge was used. to work hard or soft materials and the

remaining edge(s) on the tool- are in the multi-purpose range

(faUle 5). This compares with 14 scrapers used on hard materia.]s

and 6 used on soft materials. This could afso suggest that
certajn tools \¡Iere used in speeialized tasks and that other tool
types were not needed in a,ssociation with these too]-s. Gravers

may be an exarnple of a specialized too-l, probably useri. to incise
bone and woodr r¡¡hieh involves no other types of tools sueh as

scrapers.

The pref ormf ehannel- flake relationship is segregated beca;use
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most of the channel- flakes \¡Iere found. in the Cluster A area while

the majority of preforms appeared in the eastern part of the site.
As p::eviously discussed, the poi-nts represented by the channel

flakes hrere not used at the site and the preforms \¡¡ere probably

discarded because they broke during manufacture. The channel_

flakes associated with these preforms may be locaterl in
unexcavated areas of the site. Bifacial debris is scattered
beyond cluster A signifying that fewer points and other bifaces

were manufactured than were within the cluster.

ïn comparing the elusters, it vras shown that tool
manufacture, maintenance and use took place primaril_y within
clusters, which are a.ssociated v¡ith features. the er¡itlence for
fluted point rnaking lies wj th the presenee of channel flakes
which \dere recovered primarily from Cluster A and the western

part of the site. Only a few fluted point or preform fragments

were found in these areas indicating that finished points l¡ere

used elsewhere, presumably in the hunt, and. the fragments

represent unfinisherl points which probably broke during
manufacture. Bifacia]- retouch fl-akes r¡¡ere recovered from al-l

clusters and biface thinning flakes fron all except Cluster c.

ilhis suggests that some bifaee working oceurred in the elusters,

although few bifaces were locatecl, i.e. one jn Cluster A anrl two

in Cluster C. Four biface fragments and one tool were located

north of Cluster C and two fragments were east of it.
Scraper maintenance and/or manufaeture was an important task

especially at cfuster B and in the western par.t of the site where

many scraper retouch f lakes ¡rere found " The tlistribution of
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scraper,s is more scattered, as indicated by the index of
segregation, suggesting that'they were retouched near the

features and some were used in obher areas of the site. The

relatively l-ow number of seraper retouch f l-akes (6 ) and high

number of scrapers (B) at clus-ber c compared to clusters A and B

indicates that less scraper: refurbishing oeeurred at Cluster C.

This could happen if the scra'pers r¡rere not extensively used. It
was noted earlier that Feature 1O did not have a discernibl_e

outline and was identified by the eoncentra'tion of four scrapers

and a flake knife found ?_9 em deep in the subsoil. This may

indicate that these tools \^iere placetl or discarded together.

A variety of aetir¡ities probabJ-y oecurred in eaeh cluster.

The high number of gravers within Cluster A along wibh a

denticulate, and. some of the scra'pers indicates that woorl and

bone working took place. Other scraper edges and the flake knife

have lower edge angles suggesting that soft materÍal-s hrere

worked. At Cluster B two scrapers were useful to work wood and

bone and perhaps hide. Another two scrapers were probabl-y used

on soft materiars, while the two gravers are indicative of wood

andf or bone working. Eour serapers may have been used to work

hard or soft materials at Cluster C while a fla.ke knife woul-d

have been useful to work soft materials. Seven tools were

probably used on hard substanees.

Activities would have inclrlded the manufacture of tents,
clothing and containers of hide, woo<1 and bone tools such as

needles ancl awl-s, as well as wood rlrying and storage racks. The

use of bone scrapers for hitle worki ng is noted ethnographíeally
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for the chipewyan (rrimoto, 1981 ) and archaeorogicarly for the
Paleolithic Period in E\rrope (cf. Keel-ey, 19BO).

This chapter has reported on arti f act rl istributions,
associations and clusters fol lowing the methods outlined in
chapter 1. A nearest neighbour analysis revealed that most
categories tended to be clustered, with a few being random.
Secondly, the association between artifaet categories was

expls¡s6 through the use of the index of segregation and the v
coeffieient. These indicated that most pairinqs of artifacts
r¡Iere randomly mixeri whil-e some others hrere segregated. Artifaet
groupso ri-n this case consisting of pairs, hrere delimited by these
association tests.

Finally, artifact clusters were outlined on the excavation
plan. rt is assumed that these cl_usters represent major
lithic-related activity areas at the site. Different activites
occurred in each cfuster wi th f luted po i_nt manufacturing at
Cluster A but not at Cl-usters B or c. The manufacture of other
bifaces probabr-y took place at all-bhree cr_usters. seraper
manufacture andf or maintenanee occurred primarily at c.l_uster B.

the working of hard materials went on in every c1.uster, but
mostl-y at Cluster A and to a slightl¡¡ lesser extent at C_ì_uster C.

More soft substances hrere also worked at cruster A than at the
other clusters. Toors used to work hard or soft materia_r_s r¡rere

found in clusters R and c, rrut not at ctuster A. Thus, none of
the elusters are símilar regardj-ng the lithie-related activities
which probably occurred in each. The following chapter will
lnterpret these activity areas in terms of the lithic-related
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activities, the intensity of the occupation and the season of

occupation.
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CHAPTER 7

TNTARPRETATTON AND DTSCUSSTOhT

Three topi e areas 1 ) l.ithi e-re,l-ated i ntra-site aetir¡iti-es,

2) the intensj-ty of oeer-rpa.tion and 3) the s;eason or oeeupa.tion,

â.re d iseusserì i.n this eha,nter throuqh the use of ì.ntra-s j te

¿rrehaeo1o8,y, eomna.rative ¡¡.rehaeo.l oqÍcal. da.ta a,nd ethnooqra_'ptrie

tiata. The archaeoJ-ogÌea.l sj.tes eompa.rerl inelrrrle Pa.rkhill (Roc,sa,

1977a., 1977b; De11er, 1 980h; Roosa. a.nd Del "ler , 1982-\ , Tìa.nti"ng

(Storck, 1q7q), Rar.nes (tlrigtrt and Roosa, 1966; Voss, 1gI7\, Vai.l

(Gramly, 1qB? ) a.nr1 llebert (Ua.eDona.l tl , 1968). The rna,jor

ethnogra.phie sources used are Rinford (1az8a") a.n,t Irimoto (t oAt ¡

for the ltTunamiut anrl Chipewyan res'0eetive1y. Thi s informati on

v¡j-1,1 be svnthesi zed a,nrl Thedf orrl TI ,0.1aeed lrithin n.n or¡eral I
adaptive strateg¡r a.nrl sett.l.enent system model for southern

Onta.rio prono.sed by Del I er ( t qeO¡ ) .

LTTHTC*RELATED Tf{TRA-$TfA ACTIVTTTES

The j nferrerl a.etivi ties n.t Thedford Tf diseussed in Charrter 6

suggested tha,t ha.rd ma.terial s sueh a.s 'woori antl Jrone lrere the most

freq.uently rvorkeri. This is evideneetl try the rel a.ti.vel-y steep

angles on 544 of the worki.ng erlges p1us the 17 gra,vers found in

Clusters A and C " Soft materi.a,"l-s sueh as h i.de anrl f I esh ÏÍere

probably workeri in al-l elusters, but especia,l ly in R a,nd C" This

i.s inrlica.terì hy ?-5Í' of the working etìge angl es. The rema.inin,q

workîng edges could har¡e been r¡seil on hard or soft ma.teria.ls an,J

oeeur i n Clusters R and C as r¡rel'1" a,s around them. Ri fa.ee
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manlrfaeture â.s evideneed by debris sueh a.s ehannel fl.akes, bifa.ee

thi.nning fla,kes a.nd bi f aei a.1 retoueh flakes oeeu.rrecl mostl y at

Ol-uster A and i.n th.e rvestern nar t of the exea,va.ti.on. Íìeraper

ma,i ntenanee anð / or ma.nufaetrrre r¡ras espee i a1 1-¡¡ .lmporta.nt wi thin
this ll atter a.rea, and a.t cluster R. Seraper riistribution r+a.s

sea,tter"ed, suggestine that the:r hrere useri ar¡¡å.y flrom mai.ntenanee

or manufaeture areas.

The Parkhil.l site Ì)rovirles the greatest amount of
eomparative data with Thedford .II. Tt is l_ocated I km north*ea.st

of Therlford Il on a pl-ain, erossed b¡¡ tr,so inaetive, shallor,¡

va.l-Ieys. Ret'¡¡een these r¡al,l-eJ¡s are tr^¡o r¡erv low rirjges extend.in-q

ea,st-west, para.llel to the Pa.rkhi,l l- Creek whieh is just south of

the site (Dell.er, 1980b:TO). Ten srids v¿hieh ar.e broa.rj regions of

artifaet eoneentra,tion r^rith a.n avera.ge sÍze of 50 m2 eaeh -.n¡ere

irientif iecl a.t Parkhil 1.. six srid s are l.ocated a,t sea.ttered

jnterr¡aj-s just north of the rirlge erests. Five of the ten,qriris

hrere exea.r¡a.ted hut the riistanees betr^¡een these is unrcnor,r¡n'to this
author.

Grids R, C anrl part of Ð were the most extensivel.y exeava.ted

srids and their relationship to each other has been-flreqrrentl¡¡

discussed. (Roosa, 19"17a., 1977h; lll 1i-s, 1979i De.l.l.er, l qBOb; Roosa.

a.nd Del.ler, 1qB2)" They å.re 186 m2 , 100 m2 a.niì 37 mz in sir¡c

respectirrely. Grjds B ¿lnd D are loeateri a.t or¡posite entls of the

site whil-e Grid C is elose to Grid R. These grid,s are equiva,-lent

to those a,t Thedford II, al thoush onl.y Griri A was exeava.ted

there. CJusters anrl mini-cl usters a.ye <1ef ined at Parlrhill onl.y

for Grid R. These are comparab.le to the e-l.usters a,t Therlford TT.
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Unfortunately, the a.rtifa.et d i stribution ma,ps are unaïaj lah],e ror

Farkhiìl an<i, sinee no spatia-l a.na.lysis r¡/a,s eondueted, there are

onl]r the numbers an<1 tynes of tool s a,nri debitage r^¡ithin Griris R,

C an,l D for eomparatir¡e fiurlroses. lhe artifa,et densj.ties fo:: these

grids a.nd for the site overall a.re ealeulated here (taHfe O),

The total nunber of too].s riecovered from the Par'khil.l. site i"s

261 ineluding 18! from Grids Bn C an,i D (Roosa and Deller, 'lg82).

A wear ana]Jrsis on scrapers from the surfaee of the Parkhij-_l_ site
showed that they -1/ere userl on ha.r11 silbsta.nces sueh.e.s r¡¡oorl or

bone a,nrl r¿¡.rely on sort na.tcrial s sr_r,ch a.s hiries (ne::l.er, 1q8Ob).

Dell er specul"a,teri that the exea,r¡ated ser¿lþer-cì were also r.lsed on

hard substanees. Other su-gqested a.etir¡ities include ineising,

sha.ft prenaration, groovinn, rearmarnent and point ma.nufaeture.

These a.etivi.ties a-re infer::ed. h¡r the Ðresenee of gravers,

spokeshaves, beaked serapers, þro j eetil-e point bases a.nrl ehannel

f] akes respeetivel-¡¡. The¡r a,.l -l- involve the working of hard

ma.terial-s, j.e. bone, r+oor1 or stone.

Grirl B eontained A5(- of the f I ute,J po j nts, nreforms a.nrl

bifaces recolrered from the site with a density of o,5lnî eomparerl

with a f iqure of O.7 /n' over the entire site. In addi.ti.on,

approximately 126 (6Aq,) of the ehannel ftakes and 1,285 (60/.) of

other bifaeial riebris r^¡ith a dens j ty of 7 "61^ ' oceurs at this
grid. These f igures o along with lor,i tì ensities of other tool s

(O.Og/n') and. debris (O.Zln') susgests t,v¡at much 1loint

manufaeturing took p1a.ee, while fer¡ other aetir¡iti.es sueh a.s the

manufacture and maintenanee of uniraeia.l. tools Í{ere nerformeri.

the two a.rtifaet e]usters a.nd 1? mini-e]"usters identified at
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Tâble 9 Àrtifact numbers and densities fron Thedford II
and other Paleo-lndian sties referred to

siLe/ctíd/
Cluster

Points and
Preforms Bi faces

TotaL
Bi faciåI

Tool s Scrapers Cravers
Tota I
Tools

Totaì
Debitage

Thedford rr (336 m¡)
No.

Dens i ty,/m 'z

Cluster À (23 m'1)

No.
Density,/m'¡

Cl.uster B (2.75 m¡ )

No.
Density/m¡

Cluster C ( 9.0 m¡ )

No.
Dens i. tylm'¡

0.0s
9 26 55

o.2
l7

0 .05
I3s
0.4

682
2.O0 03 0.08

0 1

,04
I
,04

6 T7
o.7

118
5.1.0.3 o.3

0 0 0 4 2 rl.
4.O

38
13.8I 5 o.7

2 0 2 a ¿ l4
1.6

24
)1u.2 0 0 9 2

Parkhill (approximate
size 500 m'¡)

No.
Density,/m ¡

Grid B (L86 m¡ )

No.
Densi tylm ¡

Lt5
0.2

ll
o.o2

r26
0.3

88 10
0. o2

263
0.5

N/A
o.2

0.4
3

o.02
85
0.5

6

0.03
o 91

0.5
2,907
15.6

Grid C (1.10 n'¡)
No.

Den si ty,/m'¿
t9
o.2

0 t9
0,2

Ì3
o.1

5

05
37

0.3
1,410
L2.9

Grid DL (37 m¡ )

No.
Density,/m¡

3

o,08
0 3

0.08
9 0 l6

0.4
r ,44r
38.7o.2

Feature 9 mini-clusters
(lO m'¡)

No.
Density,/m¡

23 0 23
a1

I
0,I

0 2A N/À
2.3

Banting À-vest (178 m'¡)
No.

Density/m¡
2

,01
0 2

,01
I6
.09

1

0, o4
59 N/À

0.3

Barnes ( 256 m¡ )

No.
Dens i ty,/m ¡

Area I (160 m'¡)
No.

Density/m¿

2A 14
0 .06

42
o.2

l3
0.05

0 59 2 ,59O
0.1 o.2 t0. t

7

0.04
3

o.o2
l0

0,06
3

0.02
0 L4

0.09
N/A

Àrea 2 (52 m'
No. 2

0.04
2

0.04
4

o. 08
0 N/À

Density/m'¡ 0.08 o-2

vail (Àrea excavated
259 m')

No.
Dens i ty,/m'¡

55
o.2

2I
0.08

t07
0.4

410
l.6

N/À 2,026
7.4

3,5t4
13.6

Debert (Area excavated
approximately 1,210 m' )

No.
Density,/m ¡

90
0.0?

208
o.2

1,561
t.3

38 3 ,930
3.2

23,636
19.5

t10
o. 09

rNote: N/A - not avallable

0.03
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Griri R r,rere the onL¡r onerì at the site (Roosa, 1977a,, 1g??b)"

These iilere jtlentifi ed h¡r rrisual i-nspeeti on of artira.et plots and

onlv those for tshieh dimensions al:e qir¡en, so tha.t ciensjties ean

be ca.l eula,ted, are described here. Three mini,-clusters are

around Feature 5 and ea,eh eonta.ined a seraper, a. knife a.nri one or

more'ooint fragments suqgesting that perha.ps they form a too.l kit
used in shaft prena,ration and point rearmament (Roosa,, 1a7J.a).

This is the onl-y tool- a.ssoe i at i on ref erred to " Another three

mi-ni-clusters r¡rere l.oeaterj aroun,C Feature g, a hearth, in an â.rea

of 10 mt . The artifaets ineluri e ?i points a.nd loragr¡ents, a.n end

seraper anrl 47 eha.nnel fl akes. The tool ri.ensit¡r is 2.Bf m' a.nd

4,llnt for channe-l fla.kes. The a.mount o:F other lithje rlebris is

unavailabl e.

Griri D is eonsjriered. a, base ea.mp beeause of the r¡a.rieties or

tool t¡¡pes. These va.rieties inel-ude 16 fluterl po j.nt fragments

and preforms , 78 serapers an,J 4. other tools (Roosa and Del1er,

1q82). 0f these tools, 3 points with a density of O"OBfm', g

serapers r¿ith a. density of O "?ln' a.nd the 4 other tooìs wìth a

<lensjty of O.1ln' earne from D1 , an area measrrri.ns. 77 "2 m2" This

bifaee density (.OA/m ' ) is much lower than at Griri B and that of

the other tools is consirlerably higher. îhe riebris density is a

high 3n.7lm' j-nelu<l ing 9 "9ln' f or bifa,eial- retoueh rÌakes anri

7.gl^t for sera.'Oer retouch fla.kes. Trn¡o ehannel flakes fro¡n Grjrl R

fit r¡ith flnteri point hla.des at Gr j.d D. This i s interprete<i as

indiea,tins that points ï¡ere brought to Gri rl D a.fter they l^rere

made at Gri.ri R (nllis, 1g?q; Del.ler, 1q.qOb). This shows tha.t

different activities predominated at riifferent site areas" The
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higher density of scrapers and seraper retoueh flakes tha.n at Griri

B indica.tes that more maintenâ.nee anrl nerhaps manufaetìlre ou use

of scrapers oeeurred at Gri.d D.

Gri.d c is inrerred to be à sma].ler ba.se ea,mþ beea.use it ha.s

fev¡er tool.s than Grid D, but the same va.r'iety. The hífaee
density (0"2/m')is about twi ee that of Gr j.rl D, v¡hile the densi,t¡r

of other toclls (o.zln') ts slight-tv l-ess than ha.lf. The

bif¿çi al. d.ebr j s is the lowest of the three gr.i 11s at 4.6./m",rhi.l.e

tha.t of scraÌ)er retouch flakes (l .+lm') is between Grids R a.nri Il1 "

The aetiv j tles performerj a.l, th j s gri r1 were proba.bly simil a.r to

those of Gri rjs R and D, but on a. sma.l_l-er sea.l_e. lllhese inel-urle

ffute<ì point a.nd other tool_ ma,nufaeture n.nd ma.intenanee.

the Feature 9 mini-elusters d eser j trecl a,bor¡e a.re eol-l eetì.vel¡¡

simil¿lr in sìi.z,e to 0ì-uster c a.t Thedford TI. The tool. densìtlr

(z"a/'tn') is qreater than a.t, ctuster c (1 .6/^') an<i the fluteri
point and hifaee densit3r j s mneh ,grea.ter (,2.2/n' eomnarerl to
o.?-/rn') . These densi ties a.re consistent with those from the

other clu"sters where points, Ðrerorms and 'bifa.ees Êìre z.1fm' at

Pa.rkhi1l. eompared urith A"3fn" for the tb,ree Therlr'ord IJ elusters.

This rei.nforees the suggestion that motîe point manufaetlrrin,q

oeeured at Parkhill Grid B than at Therjforrt II.
The d iff erenee in hifaee dens it¡¡ between Thedforri TI anri

Gritìs B, c anrl D1 at Pa,rkhi l-1 ha.s al ready been noted." sera,pers

are tr,vi-ee a-s dense a,l Thedford lI (O.Z/n' to O.Os/rn') a.nd more

gr:a.vers a.re founri at Thetjforrì IT (O.o5l^' to O.02 /^'). mhe

greatest rlisparitv in densÍty oceurs u'ith l-jthic rlehris" The

overa.ll rl.ehjtaee <1ensl'.ty is ?.O/n' at TheCforrj TT eom'pared rrjth
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17.1fn2 at, Parlchill. Rjfaeja-l debrjs is ten times as dense and

scraper retouch f-ìalces are three tjmes as dense at Parkhil-1.. These

densities sugeest a greater emphasis on fluterl point rnanufaeture

and scraper refurÌ.rishine at Parkhi.ll . l::suming tha,t the poi.nts

r^¡ere used folr hurntinq, this sugeests tha.t hunting may har¡e been

a.n important aetivit¡r at the site" îhe higher numher of
serat)ers and gi:a.vers at îhedford II may indiea.te th.a.t more

proeessine, wood working a.nd bone workinq took nlaee. Seraper use

ma.¡r have been a.s j.nnortant a.t ParkhilI ho.¡,rever, beeause scrat)ers

!/ere resha-rpened more often tha.n a.t Thedford IT.

Another Pa1eo*TndÍan site i-n southe::n Ontarjo is the Bantinq

site (Storck, 1 97q) " This site is l oeated in south-eentra.t

Ontario a.bout 4o irrn southeast o+ Georgian Ba¡¡. Tt is near a

erest on the end. of a drun]-in whi-eh was formerly an islanri in a.

glaeia.l T,ake Algonquin ernhavment. Four sjte t'a.reasrrwhj.eh are

eq.uivalent to,qrids at TheriforrJ. TT ha.ve.been identified (Storek,

1q79). These a.rea.s range in si.ne from 16 *'to 2O7 m'

Artifaet el-usters were not derine<i or rliseusserl for any ¿ìrea.

llnfortunately only one â.reâ., A-vrest, eontaj.ns solely Paleo-Tndi a.n

a.rtifaets. Tt is 178 mz i-n size. the tool tota]. i s qq and

seraÐers (16), with a densi t¡¡ of O.O9/m', ma,ke up 27/, or the

total a,nd have r,^rorking edge angles jn the wood anrl bone uorking

ra.nqe. Gra'r¡ers eomorise 1?-d anrl fluted poÍ nts with a densj ty of

0.01 /m' on1y 3,4, of the total" Dehris is low r^¡ith a. ratio to tools

of 5:1, the same a,s at Therlforrl TI. No debris mrmbers a.:re qj.r¡en

exeept for b j.fa,eia-l retoueh rl-akes (¡ ) and ehannel f .l akes (O).

The ahsence of ehannel fla.kes a.nrj hla.nks I eads Storelr (tqZq) to
infer that lithic manufacturing was unlmportant in this area
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which 1s termed a small base camp where the manufacture

and repair of wood or bone tools and clothing occurred:

Tool maintenance is not discussed by Storck (I979). The

numbers of tools is more than twice as much and thelr
densities are 25% greater at Thedford II than at this Banting

site area. The simil-ar tool:debris ratio may indicate
that the same amount of tool manufacture occurred but without
having the numbers for all debitage types at Banting A-west

it is difficult to discuss this further.
The Barnes site in Mlchigan ( r,rtright and Roosa , I)66 ;

voss , rgTT ) 1s an example of a ffuted point manufacturing

hunting camp where few other activities occurred. The

site 1s located in the centre of the lower Michigan peninsula

on a very low rise in a fallow field (Voss, LgTT). The

excavation is 256 m' in size and was dug in 2 x z m units.
Two areas , 160 m2 and 5Z fr' , were identified (Voss , IgTT:26I)
which are approxlmately equivalent to, in terms of spatial
arrangements, A-centre and A-northeast respectively at
Thedford II. Of the 59 tools recovered from Barnes , 24

were excavated including 7 point fragments, 3 ¡iface
fragments, J scrapers and a util-ized flake from Area 1;

2 poinb fragmentsr 2 biface fragments,4 scrapers and a

utilized ffake from Area 2; and a utilized ffake from outside

of these areas (Voss, 1977 ;275). The t_ocation of the

remaining 35 tools is unknown. The number of waste flakes
per 2 x 2 m unit is given as a broad range making it
difficuft to cafculate densities. The overaff waste density

is I0.I/m2. Individuaf tool function is not discussed
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by Voss (19TT)

Voss' (L977) analysis showed that point manufacturing

occurred in both areas with end scraper production also

in Area 2. This is based on bifacial waste fLake/channel

flake and other waste flake end /scraper associations respec-

tively. In Area 1 the tool_s and debris were generally

segregated indicating that they were used away from where

they were manufactured. This situation is reversed in
Area 2 suggesting that tools, especially unlfaces were

used at their place of manufacture. Tool maintenance is
not discussed by Voss (7977 ) . The same occurs at Thedford

II where most tools are found with debris in the clusters.
A waste f lake density of I0 .7/m2, compared with 2 .I/m'
at Thedford II, supports the inference that tool-

manufacturing was important at Barnes. The fluted preform

density ( 0.05 /m') at Thedford II is about haff that of

the points (0.09/m' ) at Barnes, while the scraper density

at Thedford is four tlmes that of Barnes (0.2/m' to

0.05/m2). This indicates that less point and more scraper

use occurred at Thedford II than at Barnes.

Pal-eo-Indian sltes outside of the Great Lakes region

include those analysed by Eisenberg ( 1978 ) . These sltes

l-ocated in the Hudson and Delaware River drainages are

Kings Road, Phlenge, Port Mobi1, Shawnee-Minisink, Twln

Fields and hlest Athens Hi11. Bone and wood working are

suggested as important activitles at most of these sites

from the presence of gravers, spokeshaves ancl scrapers .

It was determlned that hide processing was carried out
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at only two of these sites, Phrenge and west Athens Hill
which also had the greatest tool form variet¡' (Eisenberg,

IgTB:1J0, I32). Kraft (7977) notes that the scrapers from

Phlenge rarely show hlde po11sh, but have heavy wear such

as from wood, bone or ivory.
The val1 site in northwest Maine, beside an old .river

in a forested valley (Gramly, I9B2), provides comparative

data for Thedford II. The site covers an area of
approximately 5,600 m' and eight major artifact
concentrations termed locl with a total area of about 259

mt were investigated. These loci are equivalent to grids

at Thedford II and six of them are in an arc, bordering

old, shafl-ow stream courses. They va?y from 1f m. to Bl

m' in size. The locl are not described individually making

it dlfficult to determine the size, shape and artifact
content of activity areas as well as the relationship between

these areas and l-oci. Each focus contained almost every

artifaet cfass. The artifacts number 3,856 tools and 5,720

waste flakes including 2,026 tools and 3,5:.4 waste flakes

assignable to lndividual loci (Gramfy, 19BZ; 22, 49).

Projectile points from the loci number 55 and bifaces 52,

both with densities of 0.2/*'. Bifacial_ debrls incf udes

II2 channel ffakes with a density of 0.4/m= and I,945 biface

thinning flakes with a density of 7.5/m'. This latter
density 1s particularly high indicating a retatively gfeat

amount of poinb and biface manufact,ure. If Gramlyrs (1982)

assumption of 18 to 36 occupations 1s used, then only 3

to 6 points were produced per occupation.
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A toof use wear analysis u/as not conducted, but Gramly

suggests that the cutters(74f¡, which constitute 30f" of
the tool total, hiere used to incise wood and bone. The

end scrapers (T3r ) form 30f' of the artifact totaf and Gramly

(rg}2) believes they were used to work wood. piåces esquil-
rSes form the next largest tool- category with zzf" of the

total indicating that much wood and bone splitting occurred.

Gramly assumes that the scrapers were used to work wood

because bone scrapers which uiere used for hide working

are present from Mesol-ithic and Paleofithic sites 1n the

Old l¡lor1d. However, this does not constitute suff icient
evidence to excfude a hide working function for scrapers

from the Vail site. Unfortunately, scraper edge
:angles are not reported. . Tool maintenance is evldenced

by 936 scraper retouch flakes, with a density of 3.6/m.,
recovered from the l-oci. A low waste flake to tool ratio
of f.7 to 1 suggests that tool maintenance prevailed over

manufacture. End scrapers for instance were resharpened

into cutters and then piåces esquilldes.
The tool type percentages indicate that a greater

proportion. of scrapers were used at Thedford II than at

Vail- (\ff, to 30f'). A higher percentage of points, pref orms

and bifaces were afso used at Thedford II than at Vail-

ß2f" to Tf') . Thls may imply that more scraplng and hunting

actlvities occurred at Thedford II, however the greater

amount of tool- resharpening at Va11 may counter this
implication. This woul-d mean that tools could have been

reused more frequently at Vail than at Thedford II.
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Gramly (f982:64-67 ) reconstructs the activities which

occurred at the site during a single occupation. The first
tasks were to repair the tents or make new ones and to
gather firewood. Projectile points were refurbished, wood

shafts were made wibh stone scrapers and cutting tools,
and families gathered to talk while resharpening and

rehafting scrapers. The caribou then arrived and were

hunted, butchered and some of the meat cached.

Unfortunately, Gramly does not discuss in any detail the

possible methods of butchering the carlbou or how the hides

were worked and what items were manufactured from them,

in this ltnarrativett of the site occupation.

The Debert site is located on a low, sandy ridge of

a gently stoping pl-ain in central- Nova Scotia. The site
was never cultivated but the eastern and northern parts

were disturbed by bu11-dozing and the southern half was

filled up to about 2 m. The central part was largely
undisturbed and excavatj-on occurred there (MacDonald,

1968:1 ) . Eleven sections, equival-ent to grids at Thedford

II were excavated. Eight of these were in a strip in the

central site area. Most of the artlfacts (92/,) and hearth

features were from this strip. The sections have an average

size of about 110 m' with one or two hearths and 6OO

artifacts. Artifact concentrations appear to be

predominately located within and near features but MacDonald

(1968) does not dlscuss them. Each living floor contained

a variety of tool- types . Of the 3 ,930 tools in the sections,

I,363 ß5/' ) are end scrapers, 198 (5%) are side scrapers
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3B (Lf') are gravers and 110 ßf") are projectile points

with a density of 0.09/mt. The scrapers have a density
of L.3/m' .

A use-wear analysls invol_ved the study of polish and

striation on the tools. Toof function is not discussed

by section but for the entire site. MacDonald bel-ieves

that the scrapers were used to process plant and animal

material for clothing and shelter, while the gravers may

have served to manufacture bone needles or incise bone.

About one-haff of the end scrapers possessed graver spurs.

Flake knives comprise almost rjf' of the total tool inventory

and thelr use is suggested to be hide cutting, although

wood shaving is also proposed. !r/aste f lakes number 23 ,636

with a density of I9.5/m'. These are not tisteci
by cat egory such as bif ace Lhinning f'lakes

making it dif f icult to discuss the amount
and t ype of tool m,anuf ac t ure and malntenance

which occurred at Debert.

In summary MacDonald ( 1968 ) considers Debert to be

a base camp where a variety of actlvities occurred in each

section focusing on hide working and to a lesser extent

on bone working. The small amount and density of projectil_e

points and butchering tools lndicates that hunting and

butchering did not take place at the site.
The inferred activities for Thedford II are simifar

to those at most of the above dlscussed sites. Unifacia]
tools are common at afl of the sites, except for Barnes..

These were likely used to work hide, wood and bone to
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manufacture such items as clothing, shelter, wood shafts

and bone tool_s. Barnes is considered a hunting camp

where littfe or no processing occurred. The other sites
are deemed base camps where there were a variety of 'activities;.

Projectile points and other bifacial tools are fewer in
number at many of the sites except Grid B at Parkhill and

Barnes. Grid B was a point manufacturing area where the

majority of points at the entire site were produced.

Bifacia] debris was recovered from all of the sites, but

frequently not in association with bifaces, indlcating
that bifaces were worked and used elsewhere. some tool-

types were not found at Thedford II such as drills, awls

and spurred end scrapers which occur at Debert and vail-.
This lndicates that some activities such as extensive wood

working were not lmportant tasks at Thedford II. Only
.\ -__/one piece esquillee was recovered at Thedford II, but they

are common afso at Debert and Vail. These toofs could

have been used for wood and/or bone working (cf. MacDonald,

1968; Gramly, I9B2).

Ethnographic Data

Ethnographic data for the Nunamiut and Chipewyan

lndicates that residentlal or base camps where a varlety
of activities occurred were the commonest site type
(BinforO, a)l9a; Irimobo, 1981). Binford (19ZBa)

distinguishes this kind of camp from special-purpose camps.

The latter are relatively short term occupations where

single subsistence strategies occurred. These
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lncfude hunting, butcherlng, gathering firewood and fishing,
usually invorving a few males or family units. These camps

were often reused. Base camps are occupied f or a

relatively longer period of t1m.e and are
multiple-activity centres. Some of theseare,
clothing manufacture, hide processing and structure
manufacture. The fruits of subsistence strategies which

took place at special-purpose camps are consumed and util-ized
at the base camps. These camps r¡/ere never reused. according
to Binford (I97Ba) ¡ut a patbern of almost contlnuous

occupations of camps made near one another every year

is produced.

rrimoto (1981) notes the same type of base camps as

Binford (r9TBa) but call-s them summer and winter camps.

Meat, fish and hides were processed at these camps as welf
as the manufacture of shelters, clothing and drying racks.
The Nunamiut and chipewyan base camp si_ze was dependent

on the availability of food and other resources such as

firewood durlng the winter.
Thedford rr is similar to these ethnographic base

camps 1n terms of the posslbfe activities performed such

as hide processing, clothing manufacture and shel_ter

construction. These activities were discussed in chapter
6 according to cl-uster and the overall- site through the

spatial distribution and association of artifacts. There

is no indication that the site was a special-purpose camp

where a slngle subsistence strategy such as hunting occurred.
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TNTENSTTY OF OCCUPATTON

The intensity of the occupation is d,iscussed by comparison

with the Parkhill, BantÍng, Barnes, vail and Debert sites. The

densities referred to above are presented in Table 9 and are also
used in this section.By way of comparison, Ìate paleo-rndian and

late Archaic camp sites in the l{idwest have tool densities
ranging from nearly o.5fn'at the sohn site (Reeder, 19g1) to
1.6fn' at the Hitl site (srray, lg71). The average tool density
for these sites along r,,¡ith the Booth site (Kri.pper, 1969) and the

Itasca site (Snay, 1g7B) is approximately 1.Ofn

The estimates of the number of individuals per family and

group size are <lerived from ethnographic studies of the Nunamiut

and chiper¡¡yan conducted by Binford (t gzga) and rrimoto (l qgr ).
Archaeological- estimates are from Roosa and Dell-er (lggz), who do

not state the basis for these estimates. A low debitage rlensity
might be expected if littl.e tool manufactur.e and maintenanee

occurred. A longer occupation or a larger group size is possible

if more clebris occurs because a rong period of ti.me andf or rnany

peopl-e are necessary in order to produce the debris.
consideration must be given to the possibilÍties that the same

site area coufd have been returned to at a later time. A high

artifact density could be present for this area, but this may not

represent a single, intense occupation. More than one arîea ma]/

also have been inhabited during the same occupat1on or at another

time. Artifact refi.bting helps to show the association between

site areas.

As discussed earlier the Thedford rr refit anal-ysis
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indicated that clusters A and B denote one occupation while

Cluster C could also be related to them. The absenee of refits
between Cruster C and Cl-usters A or B might be attributed to the

mol:e recent cultivation of the first. This reeent cultivation
allows less chance of artifact disturbance. Cluster C coul-d also

represent a dj-flferent occupation, but this is unlikely given its
small size (9 mt¡. The assoeiation between Grids B antl D at the

Parkhil] site has been noted above. This is the only mention of
artifact refitting atthe site and suggests that these gritls r¡rere

occupied at the same time.

ft was notetl above that the debitage rlensity at îhedford ff
is much 1oi¡¡er than at Grids B, C and D1 of Parkhill_ (Z-.Oln' to

17.1 /n"). This is mostly due to the greater amount of biface
working at Parkhill. The tool rlensities are almost the same

(O. 4/m' at thedf ord II and 0.45 /n' at parkhilt_). Bifaces

comprise only 52% of this density at Therlford II and 72/" at

Parkhill-. Although the debris densities may indieate a less

intense occupation at rhedford Tr, the tool- densities do not.

They show that less point rnanufacturing oecurred at îhedford II,
perhaps su6¡gesting that fewer hunters or males tr\rere present or

that different activities took place there. Tt has been assumed

archaeologically and shown ethnographically that males prorluced

projectile points. Thus, the more males present at a site, the

greater the probability that poì.nts will be made or repaired.

The number of poÍnt manufacturers at Grid B of Parkhill is
stated as 15 (Roosa, 1971h; Roosa and Deller , 1gB2) " This is how

many di'flferent point style groups are identified at Grids B and D
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and it is assumed by these authors that a rlifferent indir¡idual

produced each style. Perhaps, however, an individual possessed

more than one point style. Tt is believed that there r¡rere 3 to 5

peopre per family meaning that a totaÌ of- 45 to 75 individuals

l-ived at these grids, assuming that each of the'l 5 males \^rere from

a different family. No inclication is given of the occupation

length exept that it may inerease as the grou'p beeomes larger. At

Grid c the point style groups number 3 or 4 and dj-ffer from those

at Grids B antl D. This indicates that 12 to 20 people may har¡e

lived at this grid. There appears to be no relationship between

Grid C and the others suggesting that it r¡ras occupied at à

different time, perhans for a shorter interva-l. Delrer (tggo¡),

however, states that since Grids B and D are loeated at opposite

ends of the site this represents a single occupation-beeause al-l

the grids in between fol,l-ow à similar locational- pattern.

However, I bel-ieve that this pattern could represent suecessive

occupations of different grid.s each season or year. The

consideration of Grids B and C as base eamps suppo:rts this belief
because there woull-d be no reason for two base eamps to 'oe occupied

simul-taneously unless two groups \^¡ere present. (Dell-er, 1gBOb),

however, speculates that only one group occupied the site. There

is insufficíent data to speculate on the occupation intensity of

any other grids at Parkhil-l.

Sinee there is only one compl-ete fluted point from Thedford

II it is unwise to estimate the group size based on point styles.

The greater scraper and graver densities at Thedford II eould

indieate a more intense occupation based on processÍ.ng instead of
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point manufacture. These densi'bies àre closest to those at Grid

C of Parkhill- and the overafl tool density is similar to that at
Grid D1 . The mueh l-ower debitage rlensiby at thedford fI however,

suggests less tool manufacture and maintenance in comparison with
Grid c or D1 at Parkhi-]-l. This ind icates perhaps a shorter
occupation and/or a snaller grou'p size for Thedforrl rr, perhaps

related to a different reason of occupation.

The 1ow artifact number (rg) and toor to debris ratio of 5

to 1 at A-west of the Banting site leads storck (tgzq) to infer
that this area was oceupied oncer âs a temporary general-purpose

camp or base camp. A higher ratio may indicate that multiple
occupations were necessary in order to 'produce a larger amount of
debitage and tools. storck (1979) notes that many of the

diagnostic artifaets are from an area ea. 1O.5 m, to 12 m, in
diameter. Gravers number 7 with a densi'by of o.o4/m' , scrapers

16 r¡¡ith a o"o9ln'density and the overall tool tìensity is o.3l^'.
These low densities may indicate à less intense or a short
occupa.tion by a srna11 group of perhaps less than 'l o or j5

individuals. îhe total tool densi'by is comparable to Thedford

rr, and the tool- va::iety is also similar. The ùreà however is
snal1er, 178 m2, indicating that a larger popuÌation could have

resicletl at Thetlford II or a grou,p of like size which stay--d

longer.

The intensity of occupation can al-so be eompared with that

of .the Barnes si'Le. voss (1977 ) surmises that the si te was

a hunting cam'p of males beeause of the high pro jecti-l_e point
proportion (47,5%) and its small size (z-56 n') " Four point style
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groups hlere identifÍeri which Voss inter:prets as meaning that the

site inhabitants were from different minimal subsistence units,
because each style is distinctive, perhaps indieating r¡aried

interaction during the subsistence cycle (Voss, j9772272). This

may also indi-eate that four males from the same group produced

different styl,es in much the sane h¡ay as Roosa (qllA) and Roosa

and Deller (ggz) proposed for the parkhill site, although there

is no ethnographic er¡idence to suggest that eaeh male produeed

one point style. The high debitage density (lo.l lrn') indicates a

somewhat intense occupatjon which was foeused on fluted point

manufaeture. The tool density, excludinB þoints, i_s a low O. j l^'
suggesting that few other aetívities oecurred such as processing"

The occupation rdas probably sliort with enough time for a small

group of males to rnanufaeture a few scrapers and the fluterl points

for hunting. îhis contrasts with Thedford If where :flluted point

manufacturing was unimportant and a wider range of activities
Ï¡ere performed. Thus, Thedford IT was p::obably occupied by a
larger group, who stayed for a longer time than the group at

Barnes.

At the vait site Gramly (lqgz) ¿iscusses the number of loei
which \^Iere occupierl simultaneously based on artifact refitting"
Three artifacts from separate loci were conjoinetl, two were fluted
poin'ts and one .r^ras a drill. The points are from adjaeent loci and

Gramly (l9gZ) suggests that this represents meat-sharing between

separate tents. This may have resu-L'ted if a point tip remained

in a cut of meat which was then given to a hunterrs nei.ghbour

(Gramly, 1982249). The number of occupations per loci ranges
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from 1 to 12, assuming that during each stay the same number of
artifacts \^Iere left. Long habitations are eonsidered unl,ikely

because the tools were alrearly near exhaustion, perhaps when the

group arrived at the site, and many had evidence of hearry

resharpening. Thus, a visit to the lithie source was necessary

to replenish the supply, but there is no evitlence that this
oeeurred. The same population size and number of dwellings is
predicted for eaeh oeeupation 'oased on a possible consistent food

supply. The refi ts f rom rlifferent ]-oci such as that described

above, àre interpreted as meaning that each time the site was

occupied two dwellings belonging to separate families r¡rere

constructed. This indjcates that 'lB site occupations were made,

with dwellings constructed zo-i! m apart based on the distance

between Loci A and B and loci D and E (Gram1y,19BZ:51). A size

of 27 m'is speculated for each tent antl its associated activity
area (Gramly, 1 982255) .

Assuming that 1 B occupations occurred at the site the

average tool density per stay is o.4ln'which is id.entical with

that at rhetlford Tr. The densi.b¡¡ of pro jectile points and

bifaces is O,O2f m' , O.O9ln' for all serapers and O.OBf m' for
cutters whickr includes gravers. The point density is much lower

'bhan the 0.O5ln' at Thedford II. The scraper rlensity is 'tl,¡ice

as rnuch at Thedford If while that of gravers is slightly less

than for the eutters at Vail. The debitage density at i/ail_ is a

very low 0,Bln' consisting primarily of biface thinning flakes

and resharpening flakes. This indicates that tool manufaeture was

less important than at rhedford rr. The amount of possibte
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reshar:pening which oecurred may be less than that impl-ied by

Gramly given the 1ow debitage tlensity. Some exhaustecl tools

could have been discarded without being used, indicating aïì even

l-ess intense occupation.

It is hypothesized by Gramly (lgez) triat the vait site was

occupiecl from mÍd-July to september by a group of at least two

farnilies to hunt caribou" using Roosa and Dell-erf s (tqgz)

estimate of 3 to 5 individuals per family, this means that 6 to

10 people \¡rere at the Vail site per: visit. They would have

occupied an area of about 54 n'assuming that Gramly's (lggZ) size

estimate per famiry area is correct. This a.ree- is approximately

half that of Grid C at Parkhill which is also considered to be a

base camp. Thus, using Gramly's data there should only have been

4 families or 12 to 20 ind ividuaf s at Grid c anrl not the 15

famif ies or 45 to 75 individuaÌs suggested by Roosa and D-oller

(tqee).

An alternative suggested by this writer is that there are 7

to B famil-ies or 21 to 40 people re,presenterJ per Vail site
occupation. Tt seems difficult to imagine thjs number of people

living in such a smal1 area as 54 m' or 45 to 75:'.ndividuar-s in

àn ¿rre¿' of 110 m' at Grid c of Parkhij-l-. Gramlyrs estimate of 27
2^m- per family appears to be more reasonable. Using this

informatj.on for Thedford rl, Cluster A may be representatirre of

one famiJ-yrs tent and activÍty area. cluster B coufrl be a. snall

region where this family performed tasks and one or two

individuals may har¡e lived or perhaps only accomplished certajn

duties at Ctuster C. this then indicates that, like Vail, 4 to 7
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people coul-d have rived at îhedford rr. Based on a simirar tool
densi'ty, Thedford rr was perhaps also oeeupied for a month.

The tool tlensities at the Debert site are high in comparison
to Therlford rr. The totar tool density is eight times greaber at
Debert (7.2/n' to .4/n'), The sc::aper density is r.3/n2 at Debert
and 0.2/m'at rhedford rr. the point rlensity is more comparable
(.Og/n' at Debert and "05/n' at lhedford ïI). The debitage
density is a high 19,5/^', rt is difficult to discuss the
intensity of occupation at the site because MacDona-l.11 does not
indicate how many times the site may have been occupied, only
that it 

'^ras 
oeeupied successively (r.facDonald, 1968: i27).

Ethnographi_e Data

îhe ethnographic data eoneerning caribou reliant soeieties
indicates that small groups resitlecr at thei:: sites, espeeially
during the colder seasons of .the year. Binford (1 q7B) stuclied
Nunamiut pre-sedentary fa11 villages which hrere occupieri-by
single and extended f ami lies ranging in size from 5 to p_o

persons. One of these sites, oceupied by 5 people, covered an

area of approximately TOO m' including a tent and yard area of
135 m'and a dog yard of 81 m'(Binford, 19Z}az1¡ìo)" This family
remainetl at the site for a little more than a month.

Spiess (lgllt221) notes that ethnographic ínterior caribou
hunters spent winters in mi croband groups ranging from the size
of a nuelear family (r-l persons) to 50 people. îhose groups ofl
greater than 20 individuals usual ly represented two or mor:e

microbands which moved apart as gane became sea.reer. During the
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fal--t-winter season the maximum group size is estimated at ZO to jO

persons (Spiess, 19792248). Each nucl_ear or extended family lived
in a tent which eovered a'pproximately 20 to 73 n2 of floor s'pace.

Assuming an average of five persons per tent, the floor area

occupied by the maximum group size would have been Bo to 1 98 m'

ïf the average was seven indir¡iduals per tent, then an area of 60

lo 152 m2 is expected. The sites would have been larger than

these floor areas, allowin¿¡ for aetivities perfo::rned outside of
the tents.

For the chipewyan, Trimoto (t qgt ) descri'bes pri.marily their
summer and winter camps. fhe summer residential eamps ltrere

usually eomposed of related nuelear families with an ar¡erage o.f 6

people per family. The number o:fl famílies in each eamp ranges

from 2 to 9, indicating that from 12 to 54 people with an aver:age

of 33 residetl at these camps. \Iinter eamps r^rere large if the

fall hunt was sueeessful. Six to 1z familíes or units lived at
the sites, but there were only an average of 5.5 individuals per

family. The group size ranged from 15 to 42. smal_ler canps were

present if the hunt was poor with only 1 to 4 families or 7.5 to
1 4 peopl-e per camp. rf food was in short supply during the late
winter then the eamps would break up into even smaller units and

travel further into the forest for food" rrimoto (tggl 276-77)

only deals with one of these camps in detail " rt eovered about

400 m" and had J rlomestic units representing an oecupation of 12

ind ividuals "

These ethnographie groups appear to have 5 to 7 persons per

family, except the chipewyan who, rluring the winter, have an
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a.verage of 3.5 individual-s in each family or unit. This inrLicates

that Roosa and Dellerrs (lggz) popufation estimate courd'be too

smal-l making the figure for the vail site also too -Low. Tf one

tent was present a.t îhedford rr, then 5 to 7 people could have

occupied the site. Tf , hoïrever, the site t^ras a winter camp made

after an unsuecessful hunt, then there nay have only been 5-4

individuats. The site areas of 500 m' and 400 m' girren by Binford

(lgZga) and Irimoto (tqgt ) respectirrely eom'oare wíth t]ne 3j6 m2 of

Thedford II. The group sizes of 5 anrl 12 stated by Binford

?Wga) and lrimoto (t get ) respectivel¡¡ for these eamps make the

amount of 4 to 7 proposed for Thedford II seem plausible. A stay

of about a month or less is also reasonable. Binford (tqZg)

observes that these base eamps r¡rere never re-oecupied nor does

Irimoto (lggt) mention more than one stay.

fn summary, the Thedford II occupation appears not to har¡e

been intenser i¡iith one or two families, representing a population

of probably less than'10 residing for a month o:: less at the si'te.

ft was likely never re-occupied.

SEASON OF OCCUPATTON

The season of the Thedford II occupation is difficult to

determíne because there are no flora1 or faunal remains to
provide clues. The intensity of the oecupation, the site
location, the raw material usage, site comparisons and

ethnographic data are the information sources available for this
discussion. Tt r¡ras suggested abor¡e that the site was not

intensely oceupied, probably by a small group for a month or
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less. A year-rountl occupation is thus rul-ed out. Unintensely

occupied Paleo-Tnrlian base camps arehaeologíeal-ly, and sub-arctic

and arctic base camps ethnographically occur dur.ing the eoldest

pa:rt of the year, when food is scarcest. It is argued that
Thedford II was an unintens-oly occupietl base eamp and thus coulrl

have been occupied during the col-r1 season.

The Parkhil.t site is thought to have been occupied in the

spring because it is in an iri.eal location, on the north side of a

waterway, to intercept caribou herds as they migratetl north
(Detter, lgBOb:87). The hunting of caribou at water-erossings to

take the animals when they are in the water and comin6l out is
noted ethnographieally (Burch, 1972; Smith, 1975; Gordon, 197'7;

Binford, 197Aa). It was also suggested by Delter (tggO¡:gO) that

Thedford II is in a good location to intercept caribou herds

tluring their faÌl migration. However, hunting was probably not an

important activity at the site, as already discussecl, meaning that

its l-ocation was likely not related to hunting. The tlistribution
of Paleo-Ind.ian sites in southern Ontario sug6¡ests a seasonal

range (cf. Storck, 1979, 1982; Deller, 1gBOb; Roosa and De11er,

19e2). Sites in this range used predominatel-y Collingwood chert

in tool- manufaeture, and this lithie material has only been found

in the northern part of the range. The tools manufaetured,

especially the fluted points, are very similar techno_logically

and stylistieally from sites such as Banting, Fisher, Parkhil_l

and Thedford fï" These two factors indicate that sites sueh as

theser r¡¡ithin the range, were probably occupied by the same or

interacting bands. Sites in the northern part of the range such
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as Fisher and Banting are believed by these authors to have been

occupied during l^rarm-r¡Ieather SeasonS. Sites in southwestern

Ontario, including Thedf ord rf , ïrere 1-Lkery occupied during

colrl-weather seasons. Mor¡ements within this range r¡rere probably

influenced by caribou exploltat j.on. The herds would have been in
the northern part of the range dur ing the i^rarm seasons and

further south in the cold seasons. Al though caribou hunting was

probably unimportant at Thedford II, the site could still hanre

been occupied before or after the fall hunt.

The lithie raw material eeonomy varies aecording to the

distanee from the source, r^¡hich is also associated with the

season of site occupation. This eonservation has been noted at

other ?aleo-Indian sites (ct. MacDonald, 1q6B; De11er, 19BOb;

Gramly, 1982). A higher conservation is evidenced by tire
presence of artifacts reworked into other toors anrl by smal-le::

tools in relation to other sites. At Parkhill some of the fluted
points and blades were also usetl as knives or scrapers (Deller,

1980b:57). At vail , fluterl points were reworked into knives, end

scrapers and even'tually piåces esquirlJes (Gramly, 1982:28). This

r¡rear and reuse is not er¡ident on these artifact types from

Thedford rr. The Collingwood chert souree is thought to have

been visited during a !ùarm season so that the supply would have

been only slightly diminished at the beginning of the next season

when the group(s) travell-ed southwards. By the end of the eold

season however, the chert supply would have been relatively tower

and nearly exhaustedr resut-bing in a greater neerl for
eonservation. This was probably the case at Parkhill, while
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Thedford rr is representative of a si.te earlier in the col-tl

season when the lithic supply r¡ras not so exhausted. îhis is
apparent from the l-esser artifact reduction and reworking at

Thedford Tf than at Parkhill or Vail.

Ethnographie Data

Ethnographic data presented for the intensity of oceupation

tiiscussion indicated that the winter grou'p size was the smaltest

of any season. rt r¡¡as speculated above that a small group Ìras

probably at Thedford rr, and that the site was perhaps oecupied

tluring the winter or at some time between the larger fall and

spring base camp oecupations. .During the fa1l, the Nunamiut base

camps i¡Iere constructed where there was firewood, sometimes a 1.ong

distance from the hunting eamp because hunting often oeeurred

where there was little f irewood. Due to this long clistance

between ca-tnps, animal- hides were dried and sometirnes scraped at

the hunting camp in order to reduce their weight, making

transportation easi er. the meat was cached f or røinter

consumption. l¡linter camps hrere usual-ly located elose to fi:rewootl

and to the fall meat ea.che. This could aeeount for the grea'ber

number of working eclges used on hard materials such as for wootJ

and bone-eutting, than soft materials at Thedford TI. iVluch hide

working could have already been done at the fal1 camp(s) and the

meat also cached. This r,¡ould a]low more time for wootl and bone

working at bhe site. If food beeame scarce then ice-fishing
could have been carried out in the nearby Ausable River

and other available game could have been hunted.
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Ïn summary, the evidence presented indicates that Thedford

ïï was pr:obably occupied during the wrnter. This supposition is
based on several factors sueh as the 1ow intensity of occupation,

the site location, the 1i'thie raw material eonseri,ration, the

probable small group size and. the considerable amount of hard

material working at the site.

DTSCUSS TON

Dell-er (tggO¡) fras proposetl a morlel of the southern Ontario

Paleo-Indian occupation. Sj-tes in the Georgian Bay area such as

Fisher and Banting represent the northern exten-b of an annual

round while the southern limit of the range incfurles sites in
southwestern Ontario such as Thedford II, Parkhill and Mcleod"

The former sites weT'e occupied during the summer, r¡¡here

Collingwood chert l^ras used to make tools, and earibou were

exploited at the northern limit of their range. Tn the early

f all groups moved south to s i t es such as Thetlf ord II in
anticípatjon of a caribou migration. Deller does not mention any

winter sites but specul ates that groups mor¡ed at the beginning o.fl

spring to other sites in so'uthrn¡estern Ontario such as Parkhil-l

where northward. mígrating caribou herds were hunted. The tools

were nearly exhausted and a return to the raw material sout'ee r¡ras

neeessary" He states that Mcleocl ma:\r be a satetlite eamp of
Parkhill where a smal1 group directed the rnigr:ating caribou towarrl

ParkhilJ- and also hunted some o.fl the herd (Deller, 1g8Ob:90).

Similar seasonal- rounds based on caribou exploj-tation have

been proposed invol,ving sites such as Debert (Macltonald, 1968)
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and Vail (Gramly, 1982.) " MacDonald (1 968:125_129) specutates
that Debert is r-ocated between mountain slopes and prains to
intercept game. He notes that the site is approximatery 50 km

from the l-ithic raw material sou.ree, but does not state the
direction. He surmises that the site was visited on a regu]ar
basis for a nonth or nore, probably by a single band since no

lithie materiaj-s from another source were found (MacDonald,

19682129)' The season of oceupation was not determined and other
sites within the seasonal cycre 'rere not yet found. This makes

it difficult to evaluate the position of Debert within the eycle.
Gramly (lgaz:75-78) provides a nore compJ-ete hypothetical

seasonal round. vail- is seen as a large hunting eamp oceupied
during the warm season for 4 to 6 weeks where earibou were hunted

and processed. The group then moved to the lithie souree to
manufaeture tools and blanks be_flore travelling south to a lar¿1e,

col-d season earnp for most of the J/ear. smar-rer ea.mps could af so

have existecl and were perhaps oecupied for a week or two by
hunting parties and other task groups which went out fron the
base cam'p. These smarl camps could also represent rest-stops
during travel- between 'base camps (Gramly, llBZ:77, 78). Vail was
.probably occupied 1 B to 36 t imes suggesting that it r¡ras in a

favourable location for some time. unfortunatel_y, the lar.ge col_d

season hunting camps and the srnal_f eamps assoeiated with vai.l-
have not been loeated.

This motlel is similar to Delleri,s (19sob) in that both
contain a \^rarm season base camp loeated near a l_i.thic source. The

difference is that Graml-y suggests bhat one cold season eamp
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existed, while Deller speeulates that bhere were two, a fall and

a sp::ing camp. Movements oecured in response to north-south

caribou migrations. unfortunately, not enough sites harre been

excavaterl to determine which, if âhy, model is the most

acceptable. rt is just as eoncejvabte that a fall and a spr.ing

camp could be fountl associated with the Vail site as ít is that

Parkhill may be the only cold seson camp assoeiated with the

Fisher site.
Dell-er (t9gO¡) tras suggested that Thedford II is a fa,l_l base

camp, but it has been argued in this chapter that the site was

occupied during the winter and less intensely than Parkhill. A

winter occupation is not expected if migrating caribou r¡rere

exploited. Deller (t ggo¡) speculates that mi, ra,ting caribou rrere

hunted at Parkhil.l. Ethnographic caribou-rel-iant camps are the

most intensely oecupied during the spring and fall- when nigrating

caribou are exploited (Binford, 1978a; frimoto, 1gB1 ).

Hunting was probably not an important aetivity at rhedford

rr because of the low projectile poi.nt, preform and bifacial
debris amounts and densities. The group size was likely smaller

than at Parkhill r¡¡hich af so indicabes that a major activity such

as the hunting of a caribou herd probably did not occur.

Ethnographic data indicates that the largest grîoups are present

when caribou herds are exploite,l (Smíth, 1975; Gordon, jg77;

Binford, 1978a; frimoto, 1981 ). Larger, more intensely occu'oied

fal-l-base eamps may have existed, but are unknornrn at the pr:esent

in southwestern Ontario. The îhedford rr rlata suggests the sj-te

represents a small camp or a satel-]-ite cam'p i n Gramlyts and
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CHAPTER B

SUMMARY AND CONCI,USIONS

îhe aim of this thesis r^Ias to study selected aspects of

Paleo-Indian culture as r:eveal-ed by the Thedford IÏ lithie

assemblage. This aim was met by investigating three topic areas:

the lithic-relate<i. intra-site activities, the occupation intensity

and the Season of occupation. These aspects were discussed by

employing intra-site archaeoloqvr comparative archaeology with

other sites anrl ethnographic data. The foeus was on a spatial

analysis of artifact distribution association and patterning.

Tool funetion was determined prior to the spatial ana.lysis

through an examination of working edge angles and, edge shapes. It

was found that 54% of the eclges were likely usecl to work hard

materials such as wood and bone, while 25/, wete pr:obably used to

work soft materia,ls such as hides and 2-1/" may have been used. on

hard or soft materials. The spatial analysls delineated areas on

the site where these activities oecurred. Sing1e artifact

categories were studied by using the nearest neighbour ana-lysis

to measure the degree of dispersion of each tool- category member.

Then the association between two or more artifact categories \^Ias

examined by using the index of segregation and the

presenee/absenee test in the hope of defining groups or tool-

ki'ts" These groups are used to form artifaet cl-usters or

activity areas.

The nearest neighbour analysis showed that the tool types

were clustered over the entire site and randomÌy distributed when
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smaller site arîeas were sel-ected. The index of segregation
revealed pairs of artifact types to be mixed antl segi:egated within
the lar¿¡er area and primarily randomly mixed in the smal_l_er

I'eature 3 and B, and Feature 10 areas. Tool kits cou.ld not be

defined outside of artifact pairs. Three aetir¡ity areas r^rere

produced from these spatially mixed pairings. All of these arîeas

contain a feature and most have élravers in combinati.on with side

scrapers andfor end serapers.

This indicated that lithie-related site activities were

centered arountl the use of bhese tools. Gravers ïrere the most

highly clustered in and around cfuster A suggesting that bone and

wood incising was important. The scrapers r¡iere more dispersed

signifying that they'r¡rere not used in specific areas of the

clusters or the site. some scrapers were probably multi-purpose

tool-s so that it may have been unnecessary f6¡ them to be used

with other tools. Different tools sueh as gravers may have been

employed for specific tasks and also could be used without being

associated with othe:r tool types.

Projectile point manufaeture rras un:'-mportant as evidenced by

the l-ack of channel- flakes and other bifacial tlebris. The

artifact densit ies ar:e eonsiderably l-ess than al other
Paleo-rndian sites such as ParkhilJ-, Barnes and vail. More

emphasis was on scraper rather than biface maintenance and/or

manufacturîe especially at Cl-us-ber B and A-west where the scraper

retouch flake numbers and densi'bies \ìrere high. Scraper rlensity

\4ras greater than at Parkhif 1 and Barnes indicating that more

manufacturing of items such as clothing, shelter, bone too_Ls and
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r¡Iood shafts occurred at Thedford Il than at these sites. Other

lithic*rel-ated activites probably inelucled the making of wood and

hide containers, wood drying and storage racks, wood and hone

needles and awls, and incising wood and bone.

The occupation of Thedford TI was likely not j.ntense, âs

suggested by the low debitage density, by compa:risons with other

sites and by the ethnographic data. A sma1l group of 4 to 7

individuals representing one family could have ]-ived at the site,
probabl-y for one month or less. There is no evidence to indicate

that the site was occupied more than onee. A col-d-weather season

of occupation, likely during the winter, is evitlenced by several

factors including the 1ow intensity of occupati on, the probable

smal-I group size, the lithíc rahr material eonservation, the

abundance of hard material working and com'parisons with the

ethnographic record.

The most important contribution of this thesis is the study

of Paleo-ïndian intra-site aetivities, camp layout and lifeways by

employing a statistical approach" This approach has rarely been

used in northeas-tern North America and never -flor southern Ontario

Paleo-ïndian research. It involved determining the spatial
distribution, assoeiation and patterning of artifaets as well as

construeting artifact groups and clusters. These clusters or

activity areas provided eomparatir¡e information for other

Paleo-ïndian sites such as Parkhill, Banting, Barnes, Vail and

Debert. This information incl-uded speculated tool funetion, the

relationship of rlebitage to too1s, intra-site activities,
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duration and season of occupat i on , a.nd the a'pproximate qroup

size. The use of statistical analysis provides an objective
means of analysis and makes conparisons easy. However, there are

certain limitations of the techniques.

One limitation is that nearest nei.ghbour suffered from the
rrboundary effectrf causing points to be excluded from the anal.ysis.

This meant that only those artifacts away from the edges of the

excavation were considered. It r¡ras speeulated that A-centre and

A-northeast closely approximate the site extent 1n these areas.

This is beeause very few tools and little debitage were ]ocated

near the exeavation boundaries. A-west r¡ras not completely

excavated due to a lack of time, meaning that the site wa.s not

totally excavated.

The index of segregation was a useful rnethod for testing the

assoeiation between two artifact types. Unfortunately, when the

matrix was constructed tool kits coul-d not be well defined

because only artifact pairs r¡rere assoeiated. However, artifact
clusters could stil1 be formed from these pairs and activity areas

r¡rere delineated. This method was of greater val-ue than the

presence/absence test beeause it depended on the exact location

of artifacts. The latter requires artifact provenienee aecorrlinq

to cells or quadrats, providing an imprecise measure of the degree

of association between two artifact types. îhis is supported by

the fact that al-l- pairs were randomly distributed in the

presenee/absence test, while some \^rere segregaterl by the index

of segregation.

The artifaet sample size may have affected the index of
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segregation test " i/'lith a greater number of tools, tool lcits
woultl perha'ps have been defined. This would have made the types

of activíties which oceurred at the site easier to determine. A

more d.etailed debitage analysis could have been made if the exact

provenience 'were kno'wn f or more categor ies such as bif aei_al

retouch flakes and biface thinning flakes. Not al-t seraper

retouch flakes and channe-l- falkes were used in the statistical
tests for the same reason. These waste flakes are primarily from

Features 3 and. B where soil samples r¡rere removed for subsequent

Iaboratory flotation. The number of artifaets recovered from

these samplss is unknown. The intra-site natterns of artifacts
would probably have changed l1ttle if more artifacts r¡rere

present. This situation is eví11ent in Paleo-Indian sites which

possess a high number of artifacts sueh as Debert (MacDonald,

1968), Vail (Gramly, 1982) and Bufl Brook (Bvers, 1g5Ð.

There is a need for more studies such as this one in order to

provide additional rlata eoncerning Paleo-rntlian 1j feways, eanp

structure and intra-site as well as inter-site activities. Further

employment of statistical approaehes is importan.L so that the

results can be compared with this study and further evaluated.

0ther statistical techniques should be used where appl-icable and

more extensive use-wear analyses contlucted to better determine

tool function and lithie economy" Comparative densities coul-d be

calcul-ated for individual artifact categories at other
Paleo*rndian and A::chaic sites to determine changes through time

with respect to site activities, the intensity of occupation and
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